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EDITORIAL
Government's war on drugs
refuses to acknowledge reality

Tuesday
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September 25, 1990
Bowling Green, Ohio

SPORTS TUESDAY
Falcons hammered by
strong Central defense in MAC opener
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Journalists gather:

The University Chapter of
The Society of Professional
Journalists will meet this
evening in the West Hall
Commons (2nd floor)
promptly at 8:30.
All goal-oriented and serious-minded journalists
from any medium are welcome to attend this informational, organizational and
recruitment session. Applicants need not currently be
majors to join the Society.
BG Band perform:
The Bowling Green State
University Marching Band
will perform Friday, Sept.
28, at Wapakoneta High
School.
On Saturday, Sept. 29, the
Falcon marchers are
scheduled to appear in
Muncie where Bowling
Green plays Ball State University at 12:30 p.m. The
band will make its first
home appearance of the
football season at the University's Homecoming
Weekend game, Oct. 6 at
1 ;30 p.m. The Falcons will
play the Bobcats of Ohio
University at Doyt L. Perry
Field.
And the winner is:
Debbie Pomianek, senior
sport mangement major,
won the first Trivia Bowl.
The contest is sponsored by
The BG News and is run
each Tuesday.
The winners will be entered into a championship
round and the final winner
will be announced at the
Oct. 20 football game.
Prizes include a tailgate
party and reserved seating
tor the following week's
game.
Teacher awarded:
Kathy Kapostasy, enrolled in a master's degree
program at the University,
has been awarded an
Eleanor Roosevelt Teacher
Fellowship. She received
the awardfrom the American Association of University Women's Educational
foundation as a part of the
organization's drive to increase oppotunities for
women in math and science
careers.
Kapostasy plans on using
the award to pursue a
master's degree in career
and technolgy education at
the University's College of
Technolgy. PEOPLE
Princess halted:
Two months after he
bought it, Donald Trump
sold the Amels BV shipyard,
which had been building
him the largest yacht in the
world, shipyard officials
said Monday.
Trump was forced to sell
Amels because of financial
troubles afflicting his investment empire, Amels
bookkeeper Andries Bosma
said.
Earlier this year, Trump
halted construction of the
Trump Princess n, a $230
million yacht being built at
Amels.
The Trump Princess TJ
was to replace the Trump
Princess I, which is up for
sale.

WEATHER
Partly sunny:

Partly sunny Tuesday and
Wednesday and partly
clouc
night.
Highs in
the 70s
Tuesday
and
Wednesday. Lows
in the
lower 50s
Tuesday

night.
compiled from local and
wire reports

Soviets elect free
market economy
by Andrew Katell
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW - Soviet lawmakers
voted overwhelmingly Monday to
forsake seven decades of Communist economics, endorsing a
rescue plan to create a free market system from the failed
machinery of centralized planning.
The Supreme Soviet also gave
President Mikhail Gorbachev
sweeping new powers to implement the reforms unilaterally.
But the lawmakers continued to
disagree on which of several
competing economic blueprints
for accomplishing the switch
should be followed.
After a confusing and tumultuous debate, the Supreme Soviet
settled on a resolution calling for
a committee of legislators and
economists appointed by Gorbachev to merge the various recipes
into a unified plan by Oct. IS. The
vote was 323-11, with 56 abstentions.
Although differences remained, it was the first time the
Supreme Soviet had committed
the country to switching to a
market economy in hopes of ending chronic shortages of everything from housing to bread and
arresting inflation and a soaring
budget deficit.
When the resolution was approved, there was no applause or
other display of emotion, not even
by Gorbachev, sitting alone on a
raised stage in a marble Kremlin
meeting hall.
Hours later, the parliament ap6roved 305-46, with 41 abstenons, Gorbachev's request for
broad emergency powers to
carry out reforms. It gave him
the authority until March 1992 to
bypass step-by-step legislative
scrutiny and issue decrees on
property, management of the
economy, the budget and law and
order.

The legislature would have the
power to recommend Gorbachevcancel or modify the decrees,
which the president said he would
begin issuing soon.
Several lawmakers feared they
were giving Gorbachev too much
power, and one said it would
make him a "monarch."
But in an animated 15-minute
speech, Gorbachev vowed to
exercise his new powers with
"full responsibility.
"It's a responsibility. It's not a
teaparty," he said.
The adopted resolution endorses a compromise program
backed by Gorbachev, out calls
for incorporating a more conservative recipe of Prime Minister
Nikolai Ryznkov.
lawmakers later agreed they
should also try to include parts of
a more radical plan approved by
the Russian Federation, the
largest of the 15 Soviet republics,
led by Russian President Boris
Yeltsin.
Yeltsin is Gorbachev's chief political rival, and his parliament
has set the pace on reforming an
economy so inefficient that crops
spoil on their way to market and
manufacturing plants stand idle
for lack of spare parts.

"We can and must come out
with a single program for switching to a market economy," Gorbachev said. He said the goal is
"maximum accord in society and
not confrontation."
Ryzhkov, facing mounting calls
for his resignation, said the vote
left "no victors and no defeated."
"This is a compromise," he
said in an interview.
Sergei Stankevich, Moscow's
deputy mayor and a national legislator, said Gorbachev's insistence on unifying the competing programs would lead "not to
consolidation but to collapse."
D See Soviets, page 5.
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Mud Queen

Alpha Chi Omega member Kim Riecks helps pull her team to victory In the Mud Tug Saturday afternoon. PI Kappa Alpha won the fraternity competition tor the second year In o row. while Alpha XI Delta won the spirit award.

Committee considers all-purpose ID
by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

A committee is being formed to study the implementation of an all-purpose photo identification card for
faculty and students by fall 1991.
Robert Martin, vice president of Operations, said the
committee will develop an integrated
ID card, which could be used at the library and Student Recreation Center |
and in Food Operations facilities.
"The library has a program with a
card for the copying machines and
faculty and off-campus students have
a separate card for food services," he
said. "The integrated ID cards would
alleviate the increased possibility of
losing their cards.''
According to Leigh Chiarelott, vice
Martin
chair of Faculty Senate, the photo ID cards would be a
legitimate step to verify one's identity.

Since the current faculty IDs do not have a photo, a
problem could occur if one was stolen, because if
someone has the appearance of a faculty member, a cashier may not question his identification when using the
stolen card, Chiarelott said.
At least students have protection with their photo ID
cards, because their identities could be questioned, he
added.
Martin said since costs accrue with the use of photo
ID cards, the overall cost of implementing this program
will be studied by the committee.
"My goal is to have the initial ID card be part of an
employment package, which wouldn't cost the individual," Martin said. "But if the ID is lost, then the replacement costs are the individual's responsibility."
Cindy Koskie, Public Safety clerical supervisor, said
students initially purchase an ID card for $4 during registration.
Replacement costs are more expensive though, according to Koskie.
The first replacement card costs $5, the second one is
$10 and any cost thereafter is $15, she said.

Martin said the committee will consist of various representatives from different areas.
Robert Berns, associate professor of business education, has been appointed as the Faculty Senate representative by Harold Lunde, senate chair.
Student affairs, planning and budgeting, classified
and administrative council. Faculty Senate, University
relations and academic affairs will have representatives on the committee, he added.
"In addition, probably two representatives from auxiliary services and one from public safety will be on the
committee," he said. "The auxiliary people can relate
to the mechanical aspects of the system."
Martin said he does not expect a long-standing committee.
Instead the group should meet about six times for two
or three months and during this time they will develop a
plan to implement the program, he said.
Chiarelott said he does not believe a proposal will
have to go before the Faculty Senate for approval;
rather someone on the committee will report to the senate on their progress, he said.

Police assigned TV beat Toledo race panel
Educational network keeping BG force up-to-date seeks more power
by Lori Miller
city writer

Bowling Green police recently purchased a new television network — but instead of
watching Monday night football or other
fo p u 1 a r
elevison
shows they
will be
watching the
latest developments in
law enforcement.
The Law
Enforcement
**h
Technology Network (LETN)
was installed in early August
at a cost of $4,800 per year,
said Chief of Police Galen Ash.
Included in this price are a

satellite dish, three television
monitors for the squad room,
training room and the chiefs
office, and a VCR to tape programs, Ash said.
Funding for the network
came from money confiscated
during drug enforcement raids
and room will be made for it in
the budget next year.
The network, which runs 24
hours a day Monday through
Friday, strictly consists of
Slice news and the latest
eakthroughs in cases and
technology.
Officers are required to
watch certain shows that will
help with training and on-thejob ability, Ash said.
One of these required programs is LETN's roll call program.
This program, which gives a
short synopsis of is happening

nationwide with other police
departments, is scheduled to
coincide with police departments individual roll calls, Ash
said.
Many segments are repeated or taped so officers will
not miss shows on their days
off or while they are answering
calls.
"There are a lot of repeats —
which is fine — because we
don't want somebody sitting
I in front of the television] all
day long," Ash said.
"[This is] not a replacement
for officers going to school — it
is only a supplement, Ash said.
"It is so important to maintain a high level of training and
education," he said. "We
should not have a substandard
law enforcement agency in an
education community."

by Mitch Weiss
Associated Press writer

TOLEDO — Civil rights leaders
urged city officials Monday not to
tamper with attempts to
strengthen a board that oversees
local race relations.
City Council will vote next week
on legislation to reorganize the
Community Relations Board. The
proposal includes giving the
board a staff lawyer and subpoena power.
The legislation was proposed
by the Interracial-Interfaith
Committee on Human Relations,
which was established by Mayor
John McHugh in January to examine racial problems in the city.
Some council members,
however, have said the legislation would give the board too

much power.
But the Rev. Floyd Rose, president of the Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance, said the
board needs the ability to investigate problems affecting the
city's minorities.
"For six long months, the
mayor's committee on race relations has calmed this community. They have met with every religious and ethnic persuasion and
have put together a meaningful
reorganization of the board with
substantial credibility," Rose
said at a news conference with
other local civil rights leaders.
"We would hope that the mayor
and the council would respect
that work. It would be unfortunate for council to take out the
two major provisions that
strengthen the board. A board
without credibility will be a board
D See Race, page 3.
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Editorial
News endorses
pot legalization

We do not deny there is a drug problem in the United
States. It has become a crisis that saps our strength
and kills our citizens.
However, trying to prohibit a substance (marijuana) which should never have been banned diverts
funding and time which could be used to assist addicts
of dangerous, physically addictive drugs such as coPlato, thousands of years ago, detailed in "The caine and heroin.
Republic" the cave allegory. The philosopher
New technology in 1937 solved the labor-intensive
tells of men held prisoner in a cave endlessly watching process of harvesting marijuana, thus opening the
shadows thrown by the fire behind them. This is their door to thousands of uses. Instead big business (inonly perception of reality.
cluding the pharmaceutics, paper, textile and oil inOne man escapes. He is overwhelmed by the bright- dustries), yellow journalism and out-of-work Prohibiness of day and is initially blinded by the light of tion agents succeeded in outlawing the plant.
reason. However, he adjusts and sees the
Today, we hear accounts of losses in "The War on
really is.
Drugs. Thousands of infants are born addicted to
When he returns to the cave to share his discovery of crack cocaine, drive-by shootings are commonplace in
truth, he is scorned and ridiculed. In time he joins his scores of urban centers and crimes related to drugs
fellow men in again accepting the false images.
have skyrocketed.
It is difficult to accept truth when all your life you
Law enforcement claims a victory on the evening
have accepted lies concerning a subject. Yet, for news every time a few stalks of marijuana are seized.
countless reasons we must be brave enough to exam- President Bush maintains that the war is slowly being
ine a position contrary to commonly held opinion that won and points to higher prices for a poorer quality of
defies reason.
cocaine.
It is with this mindset that The BG News endorses
Cocaine is obviously the main culprit of America's
the legalization of marijuana.
criminal drug problem. Ohio should be the first state
Sections of the Ohio Revised Code that prohibit cul- to recognize the hypocrisy inherent in the drug war
tivating, processing and using cannabis sativa should and begin helping its own, while profiting from the culbe amended. This will benefit agriculture, industry, tivation of a plant that has thousands of commercial
the environment, civil liberties, economic growth and possibilities.
the health of our citizens.
It is fact that marijuana can be used to weave duraResearch has shown marijuana is and has been for ble cloth and rope and make pulp for paper which does
millenia a proven medicine. This plant can be used to not require sulphur. It is also an excellent source of
treat asthma, glaucoma, chemotherapy nausea, tu- biomass energy and may be able to reverse the greenmors, epilepsy, insomnia, arthritis, stress and depres- house effect.
sion, according to university and government studies.
As a crop, marijuana does not deplete nutrients and

is excellent for preventing soil erosion since the hearty
plant is capable of growth in all areas of the state.
Let us not ignore the most popular current use of the
weed. More than 26 million Americans smoke pot
every week. The number of users has decreased since
peaking in 1979 — before the war on drugs was declared.
Likewise, the use of alcohol and cigarettes has
dropped dramatically because of education and health
consciousness. If we can allow individuals to choose
these two products — which cause 500,000 deaths each
year — we should permit marijuana which is not
linked to lung cancer, emphysema or other diseases.
We do not suggest marijuana be legalized tomorrow
without restraints. Rather, a plan should be formulated by state officials and a three-year deadline set to
permit the growth and use of marijuana.
Industry can make use of the plant and all its products, while the state dispenses the heavily taxed herb.
Farmers will need to apply for a license which specifies the minimum amount of marijuana that can be
grown. This will assist in keeping individuals from
growing their own, thus depriving the state of tax dollars.
Revenue from marijuana sales can be used to subsidize drug addiction treatment programs — which are
too expensive for too many people.
Certainly the use of marijuana will increase initially, but as the novelty wears off, use should begin to
drop.
The government has banned research on marijuana
for 40 of the past 50 years, including the last 15. We
should begin researching the plant again as we edge
toward legalization.
It is time we stepped out of the cave of ignorance and
into the light of reason. Marijuana should De legal.

BG, Lake Erie
host to hoaxes
There have been a lot of hoaxes ster are inevitably made.
This time people are coming
lately. (Well, not a lot, but as far
as Northwest Ohio is concerned, a forward with stories of sightings,
couple of hoaxes can constitute a much like the plethora of drug
and alcohol addiction recovery
iot.r
The first hoax has not been de- books that are glutting the biotermined yet, so maybe it is not a graphy market these days.
hoax. I'll let you decide. The secSaid one woman."I was afraid
ond one is a bonafide hoax.
of ridicule... but now I feel like I
The first hoax concerns a Loch- can come forward with my stoErie monster.
ry."
The editor of the Port Clinton
newspaper has even set up a hotline so sightings of the creature
can be logged.
Next thing you know Geraldo
Rivera will be walking the shallows of Maumee Bay, his pants
rolled up, describing how the
by
creature can,"touch us in a way
that makes us cry...and feel very
Chuck
proud of our American heritage.
The second hoax that I was alTravis
luding to concerns the student
outcry over East Merry Madness.
columnist
Initially, students expressed outrage over the tough arm tactics of
About four weeks ago, a family the Bowling Green Police during
was plying the waters of Sandu- that annual beer bash.
A city council meeting was
sky Bay in their pleasure craft
when they spied a long serpentine well-attended, but since then stuobject uncoiling in the chop of the dent interest has tapered off. An
bay.
ad-hoc committee concerning the
The captain of the boat, a East Merry issue formed last
hearty old weekend warrior, week and ran a meeting full of
wanted to play Captain Ahab and blunders.
pursue the creature.
When representatives of the
But the rest of his crew, mainly city and police arrived they were
his wife and children, advised initially asked to leave.
him against it — they felt it was
Boy, that ad-hoc committe
too risky a venture.
knows how to start a dialogue!
Perhaps visions of the serpenThey then allowed the repretine object coiling around their sentatives to re-enter the meeting
boat and crushing its hull like a but didn't allow them to speak.
beer can made them wary.
Then the press was asked to
In any event, the creature of leave.
the lake was once again resSeems that whomever ran that
meeting should have done their
urrected.
Every few years somebody homework on press law.
spots such a creature and comU See Word Up, page 4.
parisons to the Loch Ness Mon-

Word Up

CORRECTION
The Sept. 20 article "EducaUon key to stopping rape" stated The
LINK'S Victims' Advocacy Program had "too many rape cases to
count this month. Actually, according to volunteer Sandee Standriss,
the statistics are not compiled until the end of the month. Standriss
added it is the advocacy program that has seen 37 people since Oct.
1989, whereas the LINK has counseled more than 8,000 individuals.
5:15
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COMMUNIST HOMB
SHOPPY NETWORK

Local papers editorialize issues
Editor's note: The following is an editorial that appeared in the
Sept. 22 edition of The Blade. It is being reprinted inThe News with
the Blade's permission.
Town and gown relations in Bowling Green have hardly been helped
by the raids earlier this month on parties held in or near apartment
complexes that serve the sprawling BGSU campus.
Students and year-round residents in college towns such as Bowling
Green and Athens, O., share a unique symbiosis. A basically conservative community is host to a large public university, and as usually
happens at such insitutions, some students like to "party hearty." The
occasional rowdiness at BGSU is fairly tame stuff compared to the
merriment at renowned party schools like San Diego State or Chico
State universities in California. Understandably, some townsfolk resent it, even as they recognize that the University is far and away
Bowling Green's No. 1 industry and its economic lifeblood.
Bowling Greenpotice evidently see no need to cut the students any
slack, however, the police department that indulged in the perverse
use of an officer dressed as Santa Clausto make drug offense arrests
last Christmas allegedly broke down doors and arrested more than 100
people at the recent parties.
According to students who took their complaints to the Bowling
Green city council, police officers entered apartments without warrants, threatened partygoers and injured a woman. It is reminiscent
of the 1960s in Bowling Green, when indiscriminate arrests of young
people were not uncommon. Students are now talking, 60s-style, of "us
and them, "of a rally, of wanting a sense of freedom, of a police force
biased against them.
Chief Galen Ash initially said he was comfortable with the police action. When students took their concerns to city council, he said nothing. So much for a dialogue.
BGSU Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Coughtin has called for an investigation and a police department that 'reby J.A. Holmgren

cognizes that this is a university to wn. Students should be treated with
sensitivity." Both demands are reasonable. It is not a question of students being above the law —underage drinking is a crime. But Bowling Green, the town, needs to take a closer look at how it copes with
the young people who, for nine months a year, are the majority of its
residents.
As long as there are colleges, there will be beer parties. While we
don't condone such events, university administrators, student leaders
and city and police officials need to sit down together to fashion a policy that can curtail illegal drinking without resorting to door-busting
and wholesale arrests.
Lorain Journal, Sept. 22: Democratic candidate Anthony Celebrezze has asked his opponent, Republican George Voinovich, to personally meet with him to finalize an agreement that would end negaUve
campaigning in this vear's race for governor.
A spokesman for the Voinovich campaign said there would probably
be no meeting because Voinovich has run a positive campaign and any
agreement reached would be unenforceable.
Switching the campaign rhetoric to a more positive note is a good
idea, one both candidates should embrace, but we aren't convinced it
takes a meeting between the two to formalize such an agreement. This
is a political campaign, not a war. and either man guilty of mudslinging can stop it without consulting the other.
Celebrezze called for open debates between the two candidates in
each of the remaining weeks before the Nov. 6 election. Three debates
are currently planned and that seems a sufficient number to us. Celebrezze also suggested the two candidates refrain from using the photograph and name of the other —directly or indirectly — in paid electronic or print advertising.
We don't think that's necessary, either. All we — and the voters —
ask the candidates to do is put their plans for solving Ohio's problems
forward so the electorate can make an educated choice...
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Campus
Runner-up crowned SLS reviews party citations
as new Miss Bronze
by Jacqueline Porter
city writer

by Marvin Brown
staff writer

A new Miss Bronze BGSU was
crowned last week after the original Miss Bronze was unable to
complete her reign.
Yolanda Harris, a junior
broadcast journalism major, was
honored Friday during a midnight recrowning ceremony in the
Eppler South Gymnasium.
Harris was named first runnerup during last April's ceremony,
according to Willie Garrett, vice
president of Phi Beta Sigma, the
fraternity .which sponsored the
event.
The original Miss Bronze, Starr
Payton, was unable to return to
the University, Garrett said.
"The responsibility of first runner-up is to accept the crown if
Miss Bronze is unable to fulfill
her title," he said.
As Miss Bronze, Harris will
receive a $300 scholarship and
serve as a representative of min-

ority students. Her agenda will
include speaking at numerous elementary schools and participating in the Homecoming Parade,
Garrett said.
"Lately, things have been negative for minority students here
at the University," Harris said.
"I'm really excited to be crowned
Miss Bronze. I am glad to have
the opportunity to represent minority women in a positive way."

Student Legal Services is
swamped with cases — currently
80 — dealing with arrests on Sep.
7 and 8 at East Merry Madness
and Frazee Frenzy.

When reviewing cases, Greg
Bakies, SLS managing attorney,
studies prosecution's evidence
presented in regard to the nature
of the charge. Then the likelihood
of conviction and whether the inAccording to Garrett, Miss dividual should plead guilty or
Bronze BGSU is chosen by a not guilty is determined, ne said.
panel of judges, including the
mayor of Bowling Green.
advises the defendants
"The contestants are judged on of Bakies
what they should do, but it is up
the basis of talent, poise and cog- to the defendants to decide what
nitive abilities," he said.
to plead in their cases, he said.
Two weeks before it was formally announced, Harris said she
learned by word of mouth that
she was to become Miss Bronze.
She described receiving the title
by default as unusual but no less
satisfying.
"It's not the same." she said,
"but I am certainly thankful — it
is an honor."

The way evidence is obtained is
a major factor in deciding a plea,
he said.
"If evidence is obtained in a
way that violates an individual's
constitutional rights, a motion to
surpress evidence is filed," Bakies said. "If the court agrees the
evidence was obtained in an ille-

gal fashion —even if it is crucial a federal court under a class acto the conviction of the defendant tion suit regarding illegal entry,
— it must be dismissed."
he said.
SLS does not normally prosAn example of this is if police ecute cases but would be willing
enter an apartment without a to approach the SLS Board to
search warrant and obtain evi- make exceptions in these particudence that can convict the resi- lar instances, he added.
dent, it can be dismissed because
of the way police obtained the
Students should know the defievidence, he said.
nition of the charge of disorderly
conduct, which entails many of
The evidence must also coin- the cases he is dealing with, Bacide with the charge, Bakies said, kies said.
adding he is disturbed by the actions of the Bowling Green Police.
A person can be charged with
disorderly conduct if:
"The confiscation of a keg to
■ an individual recklessly disjustify noise pollution does not regarded the likelihood oi annoyance
to another person;
make any sense," he said. "Confiscation not related to a case in
■ the individual had an underorder to control people is an standing of what he was doing or
abuse of police power.''
should nave known what he was
doing;
■ the individual is intentionally
This in itself justifies a motion
causing a disturbance to offend or
to suppress evidence, he said.
SLS currently has filed 10 to 12 provoke another person;
■ the individual or individals
motions to suppress evidence for
are causing a condition which is
20 to 25 students.
physically offensive and presents
If students think they have been a risk of possible physical harm
treated unfairly, they have the toothers.
First motion hearings are Oct.
right to file a civil suit against the
police. They would have to file in 9,17, and 19.

high school and junior high school
students," Jackson said. "We
want kids to be aware of the
alternatives to drugs and alcohol.
Former professional football
"We want them to know that if
Blayers Joe Jackson and M.I.. they say no to something like
arris met with and competed drugs or alcohol, they can find
against students in Prout Chapel something else to put in its
Thursday night, while promoting place," he added.
Christian ideals.
Harris said about 500 college
Jackson, a former defensive and professional athletes from
end with the Minnesota Vikings the United States, Britain,
and New York Jets, and Harris, a France, Mexico, Canada, and
former tight end with the Cincin- Germany are in AIM.
nati Bengals, came to the UniverAIM members meet in Phoenix
sity on behalf of Athletics Inter- each spring to encourage the
national Ministry. The event was teaching of fellowship, family
coordinated by the Dayspring As- togetherness, equality and the
sembly of God and its campus Bible, he said.
outreach, the Chi Alpha Christian
Pastor Everett Gagnon, adFellowship.
vanced youth coordinator of the
"AIM is an outreach to college, Dayspring Assembly of God, said

when he met Jackson at the AIM
meeting this spring, Jackson expressed interest in performing a
concert at the University.
The two ex-football players
participated in superstar competitions at area high schools and
junior high schools last week,
Harris said.
Harris said he and Jackson
played basketball, volleyball and
tug-of-war against the students,
then spoke for 10 minutes about
drugs and alcohol.
Harris played with the Bengals
from 1980-1986.
He said one of his biggest thrills
was his first professional game,
an exhibition game against the
Chicago Bears.
Harris said playing in Super
Bowl XVI against the San Frans-

University students be
warned — if you have a
party in which a minor consumes alcohol and damages
property or another person,
you could be liable for the
damage.
Furnishing alcohol to
minors is a first degree
misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of $1,000 or six
months in jail or both, said
Greg Bakies, managing attorney for Student Legal
Services.
"In 1987, the Ohio SuSreme Court ruled a social
ost serving an underage
Ejrson is liable to third pares for injuries or property
damage that underage person may have caused," Bakies said.
'The liabilities can run
into the hundreds and
thousands of dollars," he
said. "Students don't realize
what they're getting into
when they have a keg
party."

Race

Football players promote faith
by Greg Watson
staff writer

Hosts pay
damages
by minors

isco 49ers was another highlight
of his career.
"If we played the first half as
good as the second half, we would
have won," he added.
Jackson was drafted by the
Jets in 1972, then signed with the
Vikings as a free-agent before the
1977 season. When the Vikings
released him after the 1980
season, he played in the Canadian
Football League for two years.
Jackson said an alumnni game
against his college, New Mexico
State University, was a highlight
after his career was over.
"Our team was made of guys
who hadn't played in ten years,"
Jackson explained. "The other
team was made of guys who were
Slaying for New Mexico State at
letime."

Continued from page 1.
without usefulness. And a board
without subpoena power and independent counsel will be a board
without guts," he said.
The board was established in
1946 to mediate race relations issues. Civil rights leaders and the
committee have charged that the
board has become ineffective.
Keith Mitchell, a former attorney for a legal advocacy group,
was recently appointed as the
board's director.
Civil rights leaders have complained that the city has been lax
in hiring and promoting minorities and that blacks employed by
city government receive unfair
treatment. The also contend that
the city does not provide services
to inner-city neighborhoods.
The city has tried to increase
minority hiring. Last month, Michael Bell became the city's first

black fire chief.
About 17 percent of Toledo's
330,000 people are black; 3 percent are Hispanic.
Some of Toledo's racial problems could have been avoided K
including the controversy surrounding the firing of city administrator Bernard Culp in 1988 — If
the board had the powers in the
legislation, Rose said. Culp wafe
fired for allegedly mismanaging
the city's housing programs. Civil
rights leaders said he was treated
unfairly.
"We hope that all the council
people will put aside the politics
and vote to support this ordinance. We feel that the mayor and
other city officials made a wife
choice in the selection of Michael
Bell... We would hope that we can
continue now with a positive
note," he said.

Don't let just anybody shoot
your senior portrait
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Ours

Theirs left town, but Ours (Varden Studios) is now shooting senior
portraits. And this week is it for this session!
Don't trust anyone but the best for your senior portrait. And for only $6 you get a studio session, some great prints to
select from and you're In the 1991 KEY, with the rest of your classmates.

Schedule your appointment now by calling 372-8086!
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Danger of high nitrate levels
lowered by reservoir system
"I think there is a lot of overreaction. [The
alerts] were never considered to be a hazard
or warning."
--Daryl Stockburger, BG public utilities director

by Sandra J. Kowaltky
city writer

Water nitrate levels are unlikely to rise to dangerous levels
again in Bowling Green because
of successful use of a nine month
old reservoir system, according
to Bowling Green's director of
public utilities.
Since the installation of the city's reservoir system, nitrate
levels have not reached an unsafe
level which would call for a alert,
said Daryl Stockburger, public utilities director.
The reservoir, completed in
January at a cost of $3 million
dollars, holds 180 to 200 million
gallons of water.
"For a small town, that's quite
a commitment to water quality,"
he said.
The Maumee River, located
eight miles from Bowling Green
in Waterville, is the source of the
city's water.
The Environmental Protection
Agency requires a city to notify
the public when nitrates are 10
parts per million, Stockburger
said.
In the past, the city typically
suffered water nitrate alerts
twice a year — in April or May
and October or November,
Stockburger said.
"Essentially, the worst problem has been nitrate levels — as

However, he said, 95 to 99 percent of the 3 V4 to 4 million of gallons of water used each day come
directly from the reservoir — it is
unusual to bypass river water or
to blend the two.

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."

POSTER
OFFER!
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water treatment plant, said.
With the use of the new system,
the city will only have a nitrate
scare if nitrate levels measure 10
or higher for six months in a row,
Stockburger said.
If the river water were to
measure above the alert level for
a long period of time, the river
water could be blended with reservoir water to reduce the nitrate levels, he said.
"Nitrates are extremely difficult to remove," he said. "The
method we are using is reduction
by dilution."
The reservoir by itself can
serve a 30 to 45 day supply and
serves as a backup water supply
in case of an oil or chemical spill
in the river, he said.

well as every city who takes their
water supply from a river," he
said.
High nitrate levels are caused
by different sources, the largest
being fertilization from farm
fields and natural occurrences
from wild animals and wooded
areas, he said.
Most of the general public
would not be affected by the alert
levels, Stockburger said.
"I think there is a lot of overreaction," he said. "[The alerts]
were never considered to be a
hazard or warning to the general
public."
Babies younger than six
months of age and those with
medical conditions, such as an
elderly person on a liquid diet,
are affected by high nitrate
levels, he said.
As of Sept. 17, nitrate levels
measured 3.4 for tap water, 3.2
for reservoir water, and 2.1 in the
Maumee River, Skip Kaltenbach,
assistant superintendent of the
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■O Newi/Jay Murdock
Senior tlnance major Debbie Bower decides which brand ot
bottled water to buy at Kroger's Monday afternoon. She buys
bottled water because of past water health hazards, she said. "It
[city water] tastes bad, too," she said.

Typically 200 gallons are sold
during a normal week at his
store, and nitrate alerts cause the
sales to double, he said.
According to Ferris, the
awareness of water problems
here makes people continue to
drink bottled water.
"People have been educated
through the media that the water
is unsafe most of the time," Ferris said. "They'd rather stick to
bottled water. "
Jerry Markotch moved here
two months ago from Akron. He
said he received a notice from the
city's water department upon
moving in and he has been buying
bottled water ever since.

Discover Kinko's

I OG UN

ATWINA

D

Although Bowling Green's
water supply is deemed safe by
the Environmental Protection
Agency, University students and
city residents continue to buy
thousands of gallons of bottled
water each week.
Bottled water at area supermarkets range in prices from 69
cents to over $1 a gallon, but consumers of city water can purchase 7,000 gallons for roughly
$11.
Some bottled water machines
only charge 35 cents a gallon if
customers have their own containers.
Dan Wagner, manager of
Churchill's, 1141 S. Main St., said
his store sells six brands of water
and has two water machines.
Consumers buy a total of 5,000
to 6,000 gallons of water weekly,
Wagner estimated.
"When it's real hot and there is
a nitrate alert it [bottled water
salesjalmost doubles," Wagner
said.
Part of the water sales can be
attributed to health concerns, and
drinking bottled water has become a habit for many people,
Wagner said.
"People got in the habit [of
buying bottled water] because
it's healthy and the city water has
more chlorine than they would
like," he said.
"People want a water they believe they can trust in terms of
quality," he said.
Heather Lindecamp, junior
psychology major, brings a
squeeze bottle full of water to her
English class three times a week.
"I noticed the water smells like
chlorine here ... I don't trust it,"
she said.
Four brands of distilled and
drinking water are sold at Food
Town, 840 S. Main St., manager
Denny Ferris said.

"At the end, the notice said nitrates were within a broad safety
margin," Markotch said. "They
are not ideal." Food Town. 1044
N. Main St., had higher sales of
bottled water a couple of years
ago but sales have decreased, comanager Steve Altman said.
The store sells four brands of
water and comsumers purchase
90 gallons a week, Altman said.
Primarily I have talked to a
few ladies who buy the water for
their babies," Altman said.
"They use that [bottled water]
instead of tap water to mix up
formula." ^ See Water, page 5.
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A reporter and camera crew
from Channel 13 in Toledo said
that since the meeting was being
held in a public building, they
didn't have to leave.
The beer guzzlers of East
Merry are now paying their fines.
And the pseudo-activists have
found something to rally around.
The bright star in this whole
shenanigan is Kevin Coughlin,
who seems to be the only student
that is really doing something
about the whole thing.
And I thought hell would freeze
over before I complimented him.
He has called for an investigation into the police action
and hopefully will follow through
on this.
So is student activism a hoax?
That remains to be seen. One
thing is for sure, whether it is in
Lake Erie or on the campus of
BGSU, a lot of things aren't what
they seem. I'm thinking about
dusting off my "Big Foot" boots
and leaving a trail of foot prints
across the quadrangle.
Why not? Tis' the season of the
hoax.
Chuck Travis is a columnist for
The News.
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•O News/Paul Vernor
Chris Lyons, sophomore business major, attempts to grasp nis
calculus 126 homework In the math lab ot University Hall. Lyons,
who Is preparing tor a test on Wednesday, said he thought he
would be ready (or the exam.
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Water
Li Continued from page 4.
He said he has also noticed that
a majority of consumers in the
store who buy bottled water are
health conscious adults.
Harold Bechstein, 904 N. Main
St., said he buys bottled water for
health reasons.
"I buy it for my wife's health,"
he said. "My wife is on a low salt
diet and there is less sodium in
the water from the machines."
Kroger, 1096 N. Main St., sells
eight different kinds of water and
has three water machines.
Scott Caro, Kroger service director, said consumers purchase
700 gallons of bottled water a

week from the store.
He said the sales are higher
when the water is determined to
be unsafe.
Daryl Stockburger, Bowling
Green public utilities director,
said sales in the supermarkets
are not totally generated within
the city.
Many people in rural areas
come here to buy water because
much of the well water in our
area is not desirable, Stockburger said. Much of the well water
smells like rotten eggs.
Tom Anderson, city councilman at large, said he does not

think people who buy water are
wrong, but he does not think it is
necessary to buy bottled water.
"It is a matter of taste instead
of a matter of danger," Anderson
said.
University Food Operations
sells two brands of bottled water
at Chily's Express, located in
Kreischer Quadrangle.
Jane Schimpf, director of Food
Operations, said last year there
were two water machines in
Kreisher but the company took
them back because of a change in
health codes.
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Consumer shortages are widespread and worsening, most recently including bread, and there
is fear of economic collapse.
Gorbachev's program would
reverse the direction that the Soviet Union has taken since the
Bolshevik Revolution, especially
Stalin's forced collectivization,
which claimed the lives of some 7
million people.
It would create a federation of
republics with economies built on
private businesses, individually
owned farms and stock markets
trading shares in competitive
companies.
The program marks a significant change in Gorbachev's tactics. His perestroika program has
been aimed at "restructuring"
centralized socialism, but now is
apparently moving toward destroying it.
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SPLISH SPLASH!
It's Homecoming Cash!!!!

$200$
First Prize in the Button Hunt!
AYE MATES! Follow the daily clue in the BG NEWS
Personals until Friday and ye shall trace your steps to a
location on campus. Once there ye shall be given
another clue that will lead you to the Homecoming Letter
of the Day. On Friday, unscramble the letters that lead
to the final resting spot of the golden button and yer
$200!! But beware all ye fortune seekers for many perils
Ue ahead of you and if that's not enough, Friday's clue
shall be cleverly concealed and shall also contain a
phrase that must be repeated at the final spot to claim yer
treasure!!!
Good Luck(
G.B. the "Pirate"

This month we pay tribute to the rich cultural traditions of all Hispanic Americans and recognize the
sacrifices of our own Hispanic Marines. See us on 8 Oct. 1990 at the Bowling Green State University
Career Expo or call (313) 973-7070/7501 for more information.

TODAY'S CLUE: CHECK THE PERSONALS

Bush encourages East Germany reforms slowly
de Klerk's efforts
by Terrence Hunt
Asviated Press White House Correspondent

WASHINGTON — President
Bush on Monday praised South
African President F.W. de Klerk
for making "dramatic progress"
toward abolishing white supremacist rule and vowed the United
States won't impose new conditions for lifting economic sanctions.
"These conditions are clear-cut
and are not open to reinterpretation. And I do not believe in moving the goalposts,"
Bush said about sanctions imposed in 1966 over President Reagan's veto.
Bush also said all political
groups in South Africa "have a
special responsibility to support
the process of peaceful transition."
That statement appeared
aimed at African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela,

who refused during a meeting
with Bush in June to forswear violence.
De Klerk, the first South African leader to visit the United
States since 1945, assured Bush
that the process of reform is irreversible.
"We will not turn back," de
Klerk said.
The leaders met at the White
House for two hours, first in the
Oval Office and again over lunch.
The meeting was a showcase of
U.S. political support for de
Klerk's efforts to guide South
Africa toward a post-apartheid
democratic system.
"Clearly, the time has come to
encourage and assist the emerging new South Africa," Bush said
at a farewell ceremony, standing
alongside de Klerk in front of the
sun-drenched South Lawn. Behind them, a black Marine held
the flag of South Africa; a white
Marine held the American flag.
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Months of lawlessness to prevail until new government Is formed
Germans) will live in a lawless period for
perhaps a quarter of a year," said Klaus
Kuehne, a top official for the East German
Ministry for Regional and Community Relations.
There will be only two or three temporary officials in the interim assigned to
each state until their governments and
state administrations materialize.
"Before these states are even functionable in the slightest way, 1991 will have
Sssed," Kuehne said. 'This doesn't even
ke into account the quality of government when they are in place. There is a
dearth of qualified people."
These states, cut from remnants of
German principalities and Prussian provinces, will be in charge of the same things
the 11 states in West Germany oversee:
schools, law enforcement, some social
services and transportation.
They will face the monumental task of
creating those entities from the centralized Communist framework that once
controlled all aspects of East German society, from apartment rents to school curriculums.

EAST BERLIN (AP) — What is now East
Germany will spin aimlessly in limbo for
weeks alter Germany unites, then slowly
emerge from the remains of the old nation
as five distinct lands.
But experts say it could take years of
drastic reform to forge truly effective,
functioning states from the political ana
bureaucratic rubble of the former Communist regime.
Perhaps more important than the Oct. 3
date of German unification is what happens after Oct. 14, when East Germans
elect the first governments of the new
states their nation will become.
Until those governments take office and
begin operating, eastern Germany essentially will be a territory, a frontier with
only inexperienced local governments
chosen last May and a federal government
far away in the western city of Bonn.
Because of the speed of unity, much of
East Germany will be wiped out politically
and legally before the states are operating
at an adequate level, experts say.
"As far as the (regional) legislative and
executive powers are concerned, (East

The first step toward decentralizing will
happen Oct. 3, when more than 200,000 federal bureaucrats in East Berlin alone will
be out of work, from ministers to office
clerks.
The states, however, are still in the early
throes of the local campaigns for the Oct.
14 elections. Scores of candidates are
competing for the governorships and state
legislatures.
The elections could be the last hurrah for
the reformed Communsts, who are given
little chance of winning seats when a
united German parliament is chosen Dec.
2, but may have a chance at regional seats
on Oct. 14.
The newly coalescing states also are beginning to fight over boundaries, to claim
cities near the tentative borders and to debate which city should be the state capital.
Heinrich Vogel, a political analyst and
East German specialist with the Cologne,
West Germany-based German Institute
for Eastern Research and International
Studies, said what is happening in the emerging states is political evolution at its
most primeval.
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Mapplethorpe jury Voinovich plans day care
chosen by lawyers
CINCINNATI (AP) — Lawyers choosing a jury in the trial involving
an exhibit of Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs asked prospective
jurors an array of questions involving art, homosexuality and obscenity.
Prosecutor Frank Prouty asked whether they had been to an art gallery before or had taken art classes. He also wanted to know if they
were familiar with adult magazines such as Playboy.
Defense attorney Marc Mezibov asked how frequently they attended church, if they had ever been to a rap concert, and what their feelings on homosexuality were.
"If you were shown a picture of a homosexual act, would you be
offended?" Mezibov asked one prospective juror.
"Yes," she answered.
"Would you be made sufficiently uncomfortable that you wouldn't
want to consider it any further?" he asked.
"No," she said.
The Contemporary Arts Center and its director, Dennis Barrie, are
charged with two misdemeanors: pandering obscenity, for displaying
five of Robert Mapplethorpe's homoerotic, sado-masochistic photos;
and using children in nudity-related material, for displaying two photos of a boy and a girl with their genitals exposed.
Jury selection began Monday in Hamilton County Municipal Court.
Prouty wanted to know whether panelists thought obscenity laws
should be enforced, whether they regularly read magazines and
newspapers, and if they had taken art classes.
"Do you know who Robert Mapplethorpe is?" he asked one prospective juror.
She said she did not.
He asked if panelists had ever been to an art gallery or fund-raiser,
and if they had ever seen a Playboy, Penthouse or Hustler magazine.
Most acknowledged seeing a Playboy or other magazine on occasion, but not all had been to an art gallery.
Mezibov took prospective jurors though a civics lesson, noting that
in a criminal trial the burden of proof is more stringent than in a civil
trial.
"The fact that there is an indictment, does that cause you to think
the defendant is guilty?" he asked. "Does anyone have an opinion
about the meaning of the word 'indictment?'
"The fact that the Community Arts Center is under indictment, has
that caused you to form an opinion about guilt or innocence?"
The panel told him it had an open mind on that issue.
Mezibov asked one prospective juror if had heard of the American
Civil Liberties Union, and another if her church had a stance on abortion and homosexuality.
"Do you feel there should be laws against homosexual behavior?"
he asked.
The prosecution objected to that question, and Hamilton County
Municipal Judge David Albanese told the prospective juror not to respond.
"Would you be torn between God's law and man's law?" Mezibov
asked one prospective juror who said she was a regular church-goer.
"Yes," she said.
"Should other people be allowed to see 2 Live Crew even though the
group offends you? he asked.
She said they should.
One prospective juror said he had never been to an art gallery because art is not important to him.
"I don't understand artwork. That stuff never interested me," he
said. Mezibov asked if a different class of people go to art shows.
"If that's what they want to do... they evidently get some satisfaction out of it," the man said.

COLUMBUS (AP) — Republican candidate for
governor George Voinovich on Monday proposed a
$6.7 million child and dependent care program that
he acknowledged was tied to limited state revenues.
"Quite frankly, we're grappling with the problem that we've been grappling with right from the
beginning in terms of the various proposals that
we have put on the table," Voinovich told reporters
at his campaign headquarters.
"And that is that there's X number of dollars
that are going to be available to provide lots of the
things that we want to provide. There's a whole lot
of things that we'd like to do, but we just don't have
the resources to do them," he said.
Voinovich's statement underscored earlier
projections from government fiscal officers that
while the state expects growth in tax revenues
next year, it will be comparatively modest.
Voinovich also said results of a recent newspaper opinion poll might spark renewed efforts by
some of his supporters.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer survey showed
that Voinovich led Democrat Anthony J. Celebrezze Jr. by 6.5 percentage points among the 1,006
registered voters participating in a telephone survey.
"The 6 Vi put the fear of the Lord in some of my
campaign workers out there who saw the headlines and said, 'Gee, we can't take anything for
granted,'" Voinovich said.
The Celebrezze campaign said the poll showed
that the race was getting tighter.
Celebrezze also challenged Voinovich to join him
in agreeing to run a positive campaign. Celebrezze

353-0044

Reservists
deploying
to Mideast
from Ohio

said both sides should pledge not to use his opponent's name or photograph in any paid advertising.
During the briefing, Voinovich outlined steps to
help meet increasing demands for child and dependent care services. He proposed:
—Expansion of the existing day care state income tax credit for families.
—Consideration of granting tax breaks to businesses that develop child ana adult day care services for their employees.
—Priority development of an effective collection
system for child support payments.
—Giving local schools the option of seeking voter
approval of tax levies to pay tor schoul-based child
careprograms.
—Creation of an office in the Ohio Department of
Human Services to be a clearinghouse providing
information about day care for children, the elderly, and the disabled.
voinovich said the programs would help, but not
substantially.
"But I think what we're trying to achieve here is
a recognition that we know there is a problem and,
second of all, to focus in on the problem in hopes
that we'll give it a higher profile so that people in
the private sector that can do the most about this
will take another look at it and become more involved with it," he said.
In a related development Monday, U.S. Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner told the
mayors of Youngstown and nearby Hubbard that
the federal government would look to state and
local input regarding money for a proposed 10-mile
connector between Interstates 80 and 680.

TOLEDO (AP) - The VS. Coast
Guard announced Monday that
about 100 Great Lakes reservists
training at Camp Perry will be
sent to Saudi Arabia for Operation Desert Shield.
The group will leave Camp
Perry, about 23 miles east of
Toledo, on Tuesday, Vice Admiral Howard Thorsen said at a
news conference.
The unit is well trained and
ready, he said.
"They are ready to serve. We
belong to the armed forces of the
United States and we'll respond
when called upon." Thorsen said.
The reservists will be involved in
loading and unloading military
cargo, ne said.
It is the second Coast Guard reserve unit to be deployed in the
Middle East in the last 10 days.
On Sept. 16, a Milwaukee-based
port security unit of about 100 reservists was called up.
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CAUTION! BOOKS AT WORK
Banned Books Week: Celebrating the Freedom to Read
September 22-29,1990
CLARK TERRY, TRUMPET
with Alumni Big Band
David Melle. director
also appearing • LOU MARINI, SR.

Oct. 6 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Center
Sponsored by College of Musical Arts. Ethnic Cultural Arts
Program. Office of Residence Services. Alumni Affairs, and
University Activities Organization.

Call 372-8171

Stop In and See our Display of Banned Books!

M 1 00

University Bookstore
Student Services Buildina
Hours:
8-5 M-F
9-5 Sat.

Tuf'.day
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PLOTTER
■Ten stage lights were reported stolen from University Hall
Thursday morning. Damage was
estimated at $3,450.
■ Police responded to a comElaint of loud music in the 400
lock of Lehman Avenue Friday
morning.
■James Jachimiak, Swan ton,
0., was cited for disorderly conduct and taken to Wood County
Jail Friday morning.
■James Bollenbacher, Rocklord, O., was cited for drunk driving at trie comer of East Wooster
Street and 1-75 and taken to Wood
County Jail Friday afternoon.
■Police received a call that
someone had seen several juveniles carrying beer into a room at
Buckeye Budget Hotel, 1740 E.
Wooster St.. Friday evening.
■A resident of 1400 block of
Clough Street received a warning
after police responded to a loud
party complaint Friday night.
■Bryan Hayes, Findlay, O.,
was arrested for possession of cocaine Saturday.

■Kenneth Welty, Findlay O.,
was cited for possession of beer
and released Saturday.
■An automobile was reported
stolen from the parking lot at the
heating plant Saturday morning.
The car was later recovered in
LotD.
■University police received a
complaint Saturday afternoon
that several people had entered
the library computer lab but refused to give any identification.
■A resident of McDonald
Quadrangle reported she
received two threatening phone
calls on her answering machine
Saturday evening.
■A poster on a residence hall
room door was set on fire Saturday evening. The incident Is
under investigation.
■Matthew Mieure, Findlay, O.,
was cited for open container Saturday night.
■Lori Hebert, 1005 N. Grove
St., was cited for disorderly conduct Saturday morning.
■Police responded to a loud

ilaint in the 1500
party complaint
1501 block
of Clough Street Saturday morntag.
■Trond Smith, Laurerville, O.,
was cited for open container Saturday morning.
■Tim Warren, 1520 Clough St.,
was cited for DUI Saturday
morning.
■Bryan Parker, Findlay, O.,
was arrested for possession of cocaine and taken to Wood County
Jail Saturday morning.
■Kenneth Welty, Findlay, O.,
was cited for underage drinking
Saturday morning.
■A resident ofthe 200 block of
Sandridge Road reported his
radar detector was stolen from
his car sometime Friday night.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 700 block
of Champagne Avenue Saturday
evening.
■A resident of Rodgers Quadrangle was seen cutting off limbs
from a tree planted in the parking
lot Sunday morning.
■A pizza delivery car was
kicked while in the Dunbar Hall

parking lot. Damage was estimated atJ900.
■James Pepper, 226 Conklin
Hall, was cited for Jaywalking
and underage consumption Sunday morning.
■Brian Koelling, 516 E. Merry
Ave. Apt. 15, was cited for littering on public property Sunday
morning.
■Timothy Healy, Strongsville,
O., was cited for open container
in an automobile Sunday morning.
■George Spicer, 315 E. Merry
Ave., was cited for open container in an automobile Sunday
morning.
■David Dick, Fremont, O., was
cited for disorderly conduct Sunday morning.
■Bryan Huber, Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct
with persistence and underage
drinking Sunday morning.

State board loans
create Toledo jobs

COLUMBUS (AP) - The State
Controlling Board on Monday apfiroved a low-interest, $1.15 milion loan to a Toledo company in a
move that could save 208 jobs and
create 75 more over the next
three years.
The loan, recommended by the
Ohio Minority Development Financing Commission, is to be repaid at 4.5 percent interest over
10 years by Advantage Electric
Co.. The electrical contractor
plans to buy some new equipment
and construct offices and warehouses in Toledo and Columbus.
The Ohio Department of Development, which submitted a half
dozen similar requests Monday,
oversees loan and grant programs designed to preserve or
create jobs through business ex■A resident of the 800 block of pansions and, in some cases,
Napoleon Road reported he saw research.
several men trying to throw a keg
AD of the requests were apin a window Sunday morning.
[iroved at a routine meeting of the
egislator-dominated board.
Among them was a $1.13 million grant to help finance the
Great Lakes Manufacturing
Technology Center of Cleveland.
Department officials said the
center will provide cost-cutting

I wouldVe bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
Greg Gallant
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

and other assistance to small and
medium-sized companies that
show promise but have cash-flow
problems that impede their expansion.
The department's other
requests included a $250,000 grant
from the state's Business Development Account to ITT Lester
Industries Inc., Summit County,
for a water treatment plant, and
a loan of $350,000 to Al-Fe Heat
Treating Co., Wadsworth, to purchase new equipment.
In other business, controllers
approved the expenditure of $2.6
million by Cleveland State University for an expansion and
other design changes that will include a fifth level in the university's Convocation Center.
Several requests from the adjutant general's office were approved. They dealt mostly with
entering contracts for roof repairs and other maintenance at
National Guard armories. Included was authority to reimburse Frank Powell Inc.. BridgeEort, for $5,244 in diesel fuel used
y the Guard in the wake of floods
this summer in the Shadyside
area.

Nuns send saints
to battle bad Bart
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. (AP) — It's a heavenly marketing idea.
Two nuns from Miami Shores, Fla., seeing what pictures on
T-shirts, posters and the like have done to raise the profile of Bart
Simpson, decided to do the same with the Virgin Mary, St. Francis of
Assisi and other heavenly heroes.
Sister Kathy Hollywood said she and Sister Lorraine Hale of the Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary got the idea while
working on doctorates on Catholic schools.

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was
immediately hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the
student pricing and my next move was
obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but
they're a pain to learn, and working
on them can be a grueling experience.
Last year, a friend bought another
kind of computer against my advice
and has used it for maybe 15
hours.Vthatawaste.
"Macintosh, on the other hand,
is a logical extension of the
mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how
to get it on paper. You can
create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you
lose the fear of learning new
programs because they all work
in the same way.
"Once you've worked
with a Macintosh, there's no
turning back!'

"During visits to Catholic schools, we asked the kids who the teachers told them to be like," she recalled. "They said Jesus and the
saints. But the kids wanted to be like Madonna."
The nuns responded with shirts containing colorful decals of popular
saints as a way to "revitalize Catholic tradition in a contemporary
way," said Sister Kathy. She sold some of the shirts at the Catholic
Education Conference here Friday.
The nuns also are working on saints' greeting cards and have developed games, quizzes and puzzles for kids.
They wouldn't be unhappy if their merchandise gives animated anti-hero Bart Simpson a run for his money.
"We want to portray Catholic values," Sister Kathy said. "I don't
think Bart is helping us. We hope in some way to balance out Bart."
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SBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO =
WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line

PHOTO STORE
FEATURING:
• 1 Hour Film Processing •
• Cameras • Film • Lenses
• Batteries •
0/

DISCOUNT
ON ALL DARKROOM
SUPPLIES

/0

For Students Currently Enrolled In Photo Class
Extra Sat of
Prints For a $1

BLUE RIBBON PHOTOS

ate:

Save On

hoto Albums

Jutf odd 1100 to ft* regular price and we i
give yog 0 Mtond set of rotor prinltl OHec
good 01 the time ol developing on standard
3'/V' we printj Irom ID. Disc. D6, or 35 mm
IC-'I process). 12 6. 24, 36 caposwe rolls
Ilvs offer no* voW vnrh ony other offer, limit
one rod per coupe*
expire* KMStoO
BCN

For more information about
how to purchase your own
Macintosh call 372-7724

By Holson-Pioneer
SAVE $1.00
ALBUMS PHtCfO S5-S10
SAVE $3.00
'ALBUMS WJtCED OVE0 S10
I
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WE GLADLY ACCEPT CHECKS
AND CREDIT CARDS
Open Mon. -Fit 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.

E BLUE RIBBON PHOTO S
157 N. Main St., B.O. Ph. 353-4244
(Across from Uptown)

c 1990 App*t CompuWf Inc Apple the Apple logo.
and Macintosh are legislated trademarks ol Apple Computer Inc
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Central shoots down, shuts out Falcons

Offensive woes and blocked punt prove fatal in loss
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. — The Bowling
Green offense knew what was coming.
The staight-forward, gimmick-free style of defense employed by Central Michigan is not designed to fool anybody.
But like a small east coast town bracing itself for
Hurricane Hugo, the Falcons were at the mercy of
Chippewa defenders as they stormed the line of
scrimmage and left BG's offense in a shambles.
And when the winds finally died down Saturday
at Kelly/Shorts Stadium, Central defeated Bowling Green, 17-0 in the Mid-American Conference
opener for both teams.
"They didn't do anything fancy. They just
played a good, straight defense and we Just
couldn't do anything with it," BG head coach Moe
Ankney said.
Functioning like a broken record — three plays
and out. 1-2-3 kick — the Falcon offense posted
some grim statistics.
DFirstdowns:2
Average gain per play: 1.96 yards
Third down conversions: 0 for 18
Earlier in the week, Ankney said he thought his
offense could run the football against the Chippewas' defense. However, the Falcons managed just

56 net rushing yards on 28 attempts.
"We couldn t block them," Ankney said. "They
were exactly where we knew they were going to
be. They weren't slanting, angling or trying to
trick us.
"They were right there and our offensive people
couldn't block their defensive people.. .that bothers
me, but our offense is going to get better,"
The passing game, however, seems to be getting
worse. Two weeks ago at Virginia Tech, quarterback Erik White connected with split end Mark
Szlachcic eight times for 100 yards and a touchdown.
But against Central, White would not last
through the third quarter. He left with four comfiletions in 15 attempts and 13 yards and his first
wo interceptions of the season.
His replacement, junior Pat Gucciardo threw 10
times, completeing four and collecting 35 yards
and one pick-off.
"We had many opportunities and couldn't do
anything with them so we brought LeRoy (Smith)
in at tailback even though his ankle wasn't at 100
percent and Pat in at QB to try and shake things
up," Ankney said.
"Pat did a pretty good job, but neither substitutions got us a touchdown. We had to try something," Ankney said.
D See Shutout, page 13.'

Shale's punts highlight game
by Charles Toil
sports editor

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. Bowling Green's punter Cris
Shale is quickly making a name
for himself in a nameless position.
After nailing
his first punt 67
yards against
Central Michigan Saturday, a
surprised San
Diego Char§ers" scout in
le press box
said, "Unless
the wind just
Shale
shifted, he just
punted that one directly into it."
The official statistics read a
15-20 miles per hour west wind,
but it was not hard to tell that the
wind at Kelly/Shorts Stadium

had a mind of its' own.
Numerous times it played
tricks with the ball while it was in
the air causing headaches for
both teams' punt returners.
Later, a photographer who was
shooting on the sideline said when
Shale punted the first time, the
ball sounded like a bomb exploding off his foot as it cut through
the wind.
Not bad, considering it was not
even his longest punt of the game.
Heading in the opposite direction in the second quarter, Shale
crushed a 76-yard punt that lined
over the head of Central's Gino
Marchetti and bounced into the
end zone.
It was Shale's longest career
punt and the fifth longest in BG
history.
"The wind in a way was a big
factor," said Shale, who led the
Mid-American Conference in
punting the past two seasons.

"Going north, I was just trying
to kick the ball in the air and let
the wind take it. When I kicked it
south, I tried to get a lot of rotation on the ball so it will cut
through (the wind) going down
field."
The Beavercreek, O. native
punted 12 times for 593 yards
(49.4 yard average) on the day,
breaking the BG single-game record and falling only eight yards
shy of the MAC record.
Two weeks ago, Shale broke
Jim Phelps' 1982 BG record of 441
punting yards, when he compiled
472 yards on 10 punts against Virginia Tech.
Shale, who ranks third in the
nation with a 48.24 average, had
his foot in on a few other records
Saturday.
: 113 team punts (one blocked)
broke the MAC single game record for league games only.

■O News/John Grleshop

Junior quarterback Pat Gucciardo cannot bear to watch the action at Kelly/Shorts Stadium durlnqCentral Michigan's 17-0 trashing. Gucciardo's riumbers (4-10, 35 yards. 1 Interception) typified the team's perD See Shale, page 12. formance, as fhey managed only two first downs against the Chippewa defense.

Volleyball
records
first home
victory

Results not telling |
story of team's play
by Chris Miller
sportswriter

by Steve Easton
sports writer

The Falcon volleyball machine
churned out another victory Saturday as it begins its final preparations for the upcoming MidAmerican Conference season.
With about
two weeks remaining before
its' conference
opener at
Western Michigan, BG has
dismantled its'
opponents the
way a train
would smash a
stalled car on
Costein
the tracks.
Illinois-Chicago did not know
what hit them after BG quickly
dismissed the Flames in straight
sets (15-6,15-7,15-5) to record its
15th win of the season.
UIC coach Don August thought
the talent of the Falcons was just
too much for his team to handle.
"I think the superior size and
hitting ability of Bowling Green
was the difference," August said.
"We just weren't physically capable of stopping them."
The win enabled the Falcons
(15-1) to avenge its only home
loss of the season, while UIC
dropped to 6-7 with the defeat.
The Falcons began the match
impressively with sophomore setter Carey Amos serving an ace on
game point.
The second game started out
slowly for BG, however, as they
took a 9-7 lead before capturing
six consecutive points to put the
Flames down 2-0.
Before UIC could even think of
trying to win a game in the
match, sophomore Holli Costein
used a jump serve to give the
Falcons the first point of the third
game and propel them to victory.
"Coach tola me to go for it (the
lump serve)," Costein said. "I
thought we were more relaxed,
and that we looked better in the
third game."
"I want the players to be able to
use the tump serve in game situations," BG coach Denise Van De
D See Dominance, page 10.

•O News/John Grleshop
Bowling Green sophomore Brian Ferguson deflects a header by Tulsa's Terry Manuel during Sunday's 1-0
loss to the Golden Hurricanes. The Falcons also lost 2-1 to Brooklyn Saturday In the KwlkfGoal Classic.

The passing is still crisp and
creative.
The shots, for the most part,
are still there.
The defense, with maybe an
exception here and there, is still
solid.
The results, though, are a
different story.
The Falcon soccer team
dropped its fifth-straight game
Sunday as Tulsa scored a late
goal for a 1-0 win in the finale of
the Kwik Goal/BGSU Soccer
Classic at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
Brooklyn rallied from an early
deficit to stop BG 2-1 Saturday
and then pounded Ohio State 5-1
Sunday to win the tournament title.
Tulsa also finished 2-0, but
Brooklyn won the title by virtue
of it's goal differential. Brooklyn
finished with a plus five goal
differential, while Tulsa ended at
plus two.
The two losses stopped a fouryear championship run by the
Falcons who had not lost in the
classic since dropping the first title game to Eastern Illinois in
1985.
More importanly, the losses
added mounting frustration to a
Falcon team that had such high
hopes after a 3-0 start.
"I don't know what it is because
I don't think we're playing that
poorly," BG coach Gary Palmisano said. "We're just not getting
results."
Sunday, the Falcons controlled
play, but the toll of playing three
games in five days finally caught
up with BG.
After sophomore defender
Brian Lord was called for a Questionable handball foul outside of
BG's penalty box with 15 minutes
to play, Tulsa's David Gordon's
ensuing chip shot found Kevin
King cutting toward the Falcon
goal. King headed the pass past a
diving Greg Murphy into the net
for the game winner.
"That goal came from another
mental mistake in the backfield,"
Palmisano said. "(King) was the
tallest player on the field. Who
else would the ball go to? You
know that's who they were looking for, but he just came in clear

Selected trio
Three Falcons were
named to the Kwik
Goal/BGSU Soccer Classic
All-Tournament team.
Sophomore forward Rob
Martella, junior midfielder
Chris Ianloni and senior
midfielder Andrew Arthurs
each were selected to be on
the 14-pUyer squad.
Martella tallied BG's lone
goal, while Iantohi picked
up the assist.
Brooklyn's Micheal Dominic, a senior forward,
was named offensive MVP,
while Tulsa's Jim Fox, a
senior defender, was defensive MVP.
and that was it."

BG managed to get six shots
against Tulsa, while limiting the
Golden Hurricane to only four attempts. While the number of
shots was relatively low, the Falcons controlled the field and had
several good opportunities
against the Tulsa defense, but
could not come up with the equalizer.
And that may well be where the
Sroblem lies. Since blanking
iena 5-0 in the second game of
the season, BG has scored only
five goals in the last six games
while being shutout twice.
"We passed the ball real well in
the midfield, but a lot of times
that last pass in the offensive end
just doesn't get there," Palmisano said. "All the work they put in
to get the ball down there goes
unrewarded. It's frustrating.
Saturday, the Falcons looked
as though they would not have to
worry about the offense as Chris
Iantoni hooked up with Rob Martella just 9:59 into the match to
put BG ahead of Brooklyn 1-4.
It was only the second goal BG
has scored in the first half this
year and Martella's fourth of the
year. Iantoni notched his fourth
assist.
"We were real crisp in the
offensive end of the field," Palmisano said. "Scoring the first
goal obviously got us going in the
right direction, but, as evident,
that doesn't mean you're going to
win.
See Slump, page 13.-
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Kosar's job
not secure
BEREA, Ohio (AP) —
Backup quarterback Mike
Pagel will be getting more
work in practice this week
as the Cleveland Browns
scramble for solutions to
their offensive slump.
Coach Bud Carson said
Monday.
"We have not given Pagel
any backup snaps. Bernie
(Kosar) is our quarterback
absolutely. Right now, I
don't see any change for this
week. But there are times
when a relief pitcher is in
order," Carson said.
Carson pointed out plainly
after Sunday's 24-14 loss to
San Diego that he and his
coaching staff don't consider Kosar to be the problem. The loss dropped the
Browns to 1-2, putting them
under .500 for the first time
since they were 1-2 in 1986.
"If we had had protection
and Bernie had had a horrible day, then we may have
been receptive to Pagel,"
Carson said. "But we're just
not giving Bernie a lot of
time."
Through three games,
Kosar has completed 54
passes in 107 attempts for
585 yards and one touchdown, with three interceptions. He has been sacked 13
times and has a quarterback rating of 58.4, far below his career rating of 84.5.
See Mmb, page 11.

Dominance
C Continued from page 9.
vValle said. "Holli (Costein), even more trouble executing
Carey (Amos) and Lisa (Mika) their offense."
Along with their serving imall lump serve and this was the
first time we used it at home this provement, the Falcons' entire
offense performed better as eviyear."
After the Flames evened the denced by its hitting percentage.
"I think we really got our
score at one, BG won the next
four and 13 of the next 15 points offense going, which is something
before closing out the match 15-5. we have struggled with at times
The Falcons dominated all this year," Amos said. "It was
facets of the game as they much more of a consistent match
totalled a .413 hitting percentage, for us tonight."
In addition to their excellent
61 digs and 17 blocks.
Even more impressive than execution, the Falcons began to
play
as more of a team.
these statistics is the fact that BG
"1 thought we played much betheld UIC to .000 hitting percentter as a whole group instead of
age.
Junior middle hitter Tammy individualistically like we did
Schiller continued her outstand- against Michigan State," Amos
ing play with 12 kills (.524 hitting said. "This is definitely the style
percentage) to bring her overall of play that we showed in the
percentage to a MAC-leading tournaments, and I'm glad we
were able to put it together at
.404.
Amos was responsible for home."
"We were more together tomany of Schiller's kills as she tallied 29 of BG's 32 assists and 12 night and we talked more," Schiller said. "But I believe we can
digs.
Junior Lisa Mika led the team play at a higher level still."
nan
in block solos with six, while
The Falcons will travel to DayCostein was the leader in digs
ton tonight for a match with
(17).
"I thought Lisa (Mika) did a Wright State.
BG defeated the Raiders last
great Job blocking for points and
sideouts," Van De Walle said. "I year at Anderson Arena (11-15,
thought the big difference was 15-11,15-10, and 15-12).
"It will be a tough match for
that we shut their offense down
pretty easily with our blocking in us," Van De Walle said. "Wright
State always provides us with
games two and three."
good competition.
The Falcons hold a 9-8 series
After struggling with its serving in their tournaments, the Fal- edge in past competition between
cons used this aspect of the game the schools.
to put more pressure on the
Flames.
■ FREE Introductory Offer
"In game three, I felt like we
RUSH im rwo 20-exposurc rolls of
finally started to serve the ball a J D Kodak
MP film for my 35mm camera.
lot tougher," Van De Walle said.
I'd like a 2-roll starrer pack including
"This caused them (UIC) to have
Easrman 5247* and 5294.* Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
I NAME_

ATTENTION
FACULTY AND
STAFF

ADDRESS.
CITY
STATE .

.zir.

I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorlu
I
500 3rd Ave. W.
■
P.O. Box J4056
Seattle. WA 98124
_
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BG Newt/Mark Deckard
Bowling Green's Tammy Schiller and Mltzl Sanders team-up to block a spike during their match against the
University o( Illinois-Chicago during Saturday night's match. The Falcons cruised to an easy victory to Improve their record to 15-1.
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Oct. 1

is
Quantum 90 Day
After Sept. 30 the University
Union Food Services and
University Food Operations will
only accept personal charges
on the Quantum 90 cards. Get
you application at any cashier
station.

RAISE A
THOUSAND
IN A WEEK

American
Red Cross

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
275 S. Main St. 353-3060

The fundraiser that's working
on 1800 college campuses!
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 In just one week. No investment
needed. Be first on you/campus. A FREE
gift just for calling. CaM KM

1-800-765-8472 Ext.90

BOWLING GREEN
AVOID THE HASSLE
Drop your car off on your way to class with our shuttle bus service

" A whole new way to get your car fixed"
•
•
•
•
•

IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WON T FIX IT
IF THERE IS WE LL FIX IT RIGHT
IF FOR ANY REASON ITS NOT RIGHT WE'LL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS 1 LABOR
WE KEEP OUR WORD

6 Months or 600 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted
HOURS. MON-FRI 7 AM-9PM / SAT 8 AM-5 PM

Undergraduate Student Government
Public Relations Committee

If not, come in today and apply for an
Instant Uhlmans Charge When accepted, you'll
receive a special savings offer of 20% oil
your 1 st day's Uhlmans Charge purchases'
Sorry Cosmetic purchases are excluded
VISA—MasterCard—American Express

Applications now available in
405 Student Services
Due Friday. September 28
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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BG impressive
at OSU Invite
by Brian Dugger
sportswriter

The women's cross country team went into this past weekend's
Ohio State Invitational wondering where they stood as a team.
Well, they came out looking pretty good.
The Falcons fell one point shy of winning the invitational, finishing second behind champion Michigan State.
"We're really excited," said sophomore
Cheri Triner, who was the Falcons top finisher
with a time of 18:42, good for third overall.
"It's nice to see little BG do something.
"It was a really close meet, but it's a lot easier losing to a Big Ten school, than it would
have been losing to a MAC school."
Triner stayed close to the eventual race winner, Ashley Black (18:17) of Stanford, at the
beginning of the race, but Black was able to
pull away in the middle of the race to win the
overall title.
Price
The women's second-place finish is even a greater accomSlishment considering its number one runner senior Tracy
aerke had to pull out of the race because of her continued ankle
problems.
Gaerke will be put on a training program of running and
swimming in an attempt to strengthen her ankle and keep her
fresh for the end of the year, according to BG coach Steve Price.
Also running strong for BG was sophomore Jill Strawser, who
finished second for the Falcons, and seventh overall with a time
of 19:05.
"I was real happy," she said. "I ran the best time of my life,
and we ran good overall."
Price said he was pleased with his team's performance.
"We ran hard. Cheri Triner and Jill Strawser ran well," Price
said. "Laura Schultes (19.27) had a great kick at the end and
passed four Michigan State runners."
In the overall competition Michigan State finish first (53), BG
second (54). Ashland finished with 72 points, followed by
O.S.U.(93), Stanford (96), and Toledo, who finished last.
The men did not fair quite as well as the women as they finished third out of four teams.
The Stanford team won the team title with 21 points, finishing
26 points ahead of second place finisher, Michigan State. BG finished with 63 points, beating only O.S.U.(108).
Stanford surprised the field by setting a fast pace at the beginning, and the rest of the field never caught up.
The Cardinal took the first four places, led by Fred Carter,
who finished with a time of 24:59. Bowling Green was once again
led by Keith Madaras, who finished fifth with a time of 25:39.
"Stanford was a lot stronger than we expected, and they just
ran away from us at the beginning," BG coach Sid Sink said.
"We didn't run a horrible race, but we didn't run that well,
either."
Michigan State, who had beaten Stanford the previous weekend, finished second this time. However, the Spartans did not use
their best runners, including Anthony Hamm, who Sink figured
was the pre-race favorite.
Besides Madaras, Todd Black ran his finest race of the year,
finishing four seconds behind Madaras. Black runs the half mile
for the BG track team and he used his track speed to outkick
three M.S.U. runners at the end of the race..
"Black ran much better than before. He's improved a lot,"
Sink said.
Other finishes for the men were Dane Schubert (12th), Jon
Monheim (19th), John Wodarski (22nd).
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Falcons dominate
Notre Dame rugby

Morris faces
new challenge

by Kevin Cummlngs
sports writer

The luck of the Irish was not a factor this past weekend for Notre
Dame as the rugby team hosted Notre Dame and Sandusky this weekend.
The Falcons swept three consecutive games from Notre Dame to
raise their overall record to 9-0-1, before dropping the nightcap to the
north coast ruggers from Sandusky.
In game oneVBG trounced UND 26-6 after trailing 6-4 for more than
three-fourths of the game.
Craig Shamp and Mark Colclesser led the Falcon charge with two
tries each, while Randy Schott scored a try and added three conversion kicks.
"Notre Dame stymied us for most of the game," BG coach Roger
Mazzarella said. "It took us awhile to figure them out."
"We constantly start slow. That's been a problem all season," Colclesser said. "It may just be that we think Hey.we're Bowling Green,
we don't need to worry about this team.' But we're going to get burned
with that attitude."
Notre Dame played their closest contest in game two, but still landed on the short end of a 11-6 score.
Leading the brown and orange attack were Brett Buff a (who is also
BG's leading scorer), and Jim Oster, both of whom scored tries. Kyle
Long also connected on a penalty kick for the Falcons.
"Osier's try was unbelievable," Mazzarella said. "He literally
dragged five guys for 10 yards, into the end lone."
"I'm really excited about playing at this level and intensity, and the
older guys have been a big help," Buff a said.
BG made it a hat trick versus UND with a 9-3 victory in the third
game.
Frenchman Eric Fogedoire scored BG's try, while Eric Hepner
added penalty and conversion kicks.
Sandusky brought the Falcons back to earth in the day's final game
with a 4-0 victory.
In a defensive showdown, former Falcon player Ed Spayd scored
the games only points on a try, to give Sandusky the victory.
' 'We held them for 10 minutes at the goal line before they could put it
in." Mazzarella said. "Our conditioning plays a major role in situations like this."
"We were in a lot better shape than they were," Colclesser said.
"We were still going strong while they were starting to die."

DETROIT (AP) — Jack Morris
says he isn't afraid to lose 20
games.
You can call Morris a lot of
things — and many people do —
but gutless isn't one of them.
In case you missed it, Detroit
manager Sparky Anderson said
last week he might take Morris
out of the Tigers' rotation, rather
than let him lose 20 games. The
Yankees did that with Tim I^ary
after he reached 19 defeats last
year.
"I know Jack will want to pitch,
but I'm not sure what I'll do,"
Anderson said. "I'll cross that
bridge when I come to it. And
maybe I won't get to it."
Morris, 13-18 after beating the
Oakland Athletics on Sunday,
probably should have two more
starts in the Tigers' nine remaining games. If ne gets his way,
he'll make those starts.
The Tigers, who were off Monday, begin their final home stand
Tuesday night against Seattle.
They finish up with three games
in New York.
"Sometime in mid-February,
someone's going to look at the
numbers and see 18 locses or
whatever next to my name,"
Morris said. "That doesn't sit
sweet with me. In my mind, it's
not all justified, but I know I've
got to live with it.
"I know in my own mind I'm
healthy. I know I can pitch."
"When I come out, in my own
mind, I have no control anymore," Morris said. "I'm just a
cheerleader."

Bernie
Continued from page 10.
Carson said he has not seriously considered switching to Pagel,
whose mobility might make him
better able to deal with the
Browns' leaky offensive line, because such a change could result
in even greater chaos.
"Because it's a young offense,
because we're having trouble
early in the year even getting off
on the count together, the last
thing we need is two different
quarterbacks starting our football team," Carson said. "The
fact remains that we're going to
give Pagel a little more work this
week, and if and when we need
him, he'll at least be a little better
prepared."
Complicating the offensive
firoblems has been the absence of
ullback Kevin Mack, out the past
two weeks because of a fractured
ring finger on his left hand. Mack
has been fitted with a cast that
makes it plausible for him to
play, but the pain in his hand was
too great to let him chance it.
"He couldn't catch the football.
Nobody could have played with
the pain he had," Carson said.
Mack may be able to play next
Sunday at Kansas City, Carson
said, though he was still listed as
questionable Monday. Rookie
I-eroy Hoard started in Mack's
place against the Chargers and
ran 14 times for 34 yards and one
touchdown.
Hoard, however, was a liability
on passing plays, because he did
not block blitzing defenders as he
should have.
"People are blitzing us more
and more," Carson said. "Hoard
is young. As well as he plays with
the football under his arm, sometimes blitz pickups are a little
hard for him.

FREE CLINIC DAY
TO ALL

NEW PATIENTS

___________________________—

TWO DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 27 &
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 28. 1990
On Thursday, Juno 14th and Friday, June 15th there will be no out-of-pocket
expense FOR ANY PATIENT CARE done in our clinic. We will accept whatever your insurance pays as total payment.

Student Recreation Center

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

WEIGHT ROOM AWARENESS

Dr K MwHWnd D C

1072 N. MAIN(2Bik. N. ofPoe) 354-6166 *

Dr A Neumann D C

Stop in anytime
Monday-Thursday between 7-9pm SRC

Seniors

Come and learn more about
Nautilus and Universal weightlifting!

Have 15 minutes and a bursar account?

For more information contact
Lauren Mangili at 372 - 2711.

Both will get you In the
1991 KEY yearbook.
When you schedule a 15 minute senior
portrait setting, a S6 basic sitting fee is
charged to your bursar account. That's
all. And there is no obligation to buy a
portrait package, although you probably
will.
Also, by scheduling your portrait now, you'll
get to choose which pose goes In the book,
after Jan. 1, you cant. So do It now, by calling
372-8086.

Six bucks won't get you
much today: a small pizza
with a few items or a cheap
T-shirt. Both don't last long.
But $6 will get you
Immortalized forever in The
Book, your book.
_-

—»*.

■■*»"*»
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Player's death still a mystery Reds set to wrap up title
KIRKSVILLE, Mo. (AP) — An
autopsy was ordered Sunday to
learn why a college football
player collapsed on the sidelines
and died in an incident hauntingly
similar to the death of basketball
star Hank Gathers.
"The kid was having a tremendous game, the game of his life,"
John Ware, assistant coach at
Northeast Missouri State, said
Sunday. "It did remind us of
Hank Gathers. It has made football seem like a very unimportant
thing around here today."
Derringer Cade, 20, had no
prior history of medical problems. Ware said. The linebacker
collapsed in the last five minutes
of Northeast's game Saturday at
Bolivar, Mo., against Southwest
Baptist and died a short time
later at a Bolivar hospital.
Play was halted with 4:31 left
and Northeast Missouri, leading
13-3, was declared the winner in
the NCAA Division H game.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.
"They aren't definite on anything yet, but the cause of death is
believed to be an extremely high
level of glucose in the blood,"
said Mark Richter, director of
Bublic information tor Northeast
lissouri State. "This was attrib-

uted possibly to an undiagnosed tired military man, was at the
case of diabetes. The results of game and rushed to his son's side.
the autopsy won't be known for a
couple of days."
like Gathers, Cade died while
After Cade was taken to the
doing what he loved best.
hospital, the other players prepared for the five-hour bus ride
Gathers, who had a history of back to Kirksville.
heart trouble, died moments
"We stayed back at the hospital
after making a thunderous slamdunk in a game March 4 for Loyo- for a while until we were told
la-Marymount.
there was no reason to stay,"
Cade had just sacked the quar- Ware said.' 'So we took off.''
terback.
"He was celebrating with the
Nearing Kirksville, the coaches
other guys coming off the field," sitting at the front of the bus
Ware said. "He had made about heard a radio report that Cade
eight tackles and two or three had died.
quarterback sacks. He had
worked terribly hard during the
"I immediately told them to
off-season to come back from a turn off the radio and not say anyknee injury, and it was like he thing," Ware said. "I didn't want
was just coming into his own as a the players to hear it that way."
football player. Then a couple of
minutes later, all of a sudden, he
"When we got to the school, I
just collapsed face down."
called them all together in our
dressing room and weight room
"I walked over to the Northeast area," Ware said. "We had asked
Missouri sideline and could tell it some clergymen and the school
was serious," Jim Hall, South- counselor and the dean of stuwest Baptist coach, said. "Two dents to join us. Then I told the
doctors and a lot of other people squad that Derringer had died.
were involved in trying to help We cried. We prayed. It's hard to
this young man. A big hush came describe the atmosphere in that
over the field for a long period.''
room. Just no way to put it into
Ware said Cade's father, a re- words."

during final homestand
by Dennis Georgatos
AP Sports writer

CINCINNATI — Cincinnati is on the verge of
starting the 1990s the way it finished the 70s —
at the top.
The Reds, the only National League West
team not to win a division title in the 1980s,
completed a four-game sweep by beating the
San Diego Padres 9-2 Sunday. Cincinnati, which
was off Monday, starts a nine-game, seasonending homestand against Atlanta on Tuesday
night.
Just last Friday, the Reds appeared to be in
trouble. They arrived in San Diego with a threegame losing streak and had lost seven of 11 as
their lead shrunk to 3 "6 games over secondplace Los Angeles. Since their 33-12 start, the
Reds were just 50-54.
Jose Rijo then began the turnaround Friday
night, pitching a five-hitter and coming within
two outs of his second straight shutout in a 10-1
victory.
On Saturday the Reds swept a doubleheader
for the first time in six tries this year, beating
San Diego 6-4 and 9-5.
After Sunday's victory, the Reds saw their
magic number drop to five. They could become
the first NL team to hold first place from start
to finish since the 162-game schedule began in

1962.
The Dodgers fell five games back after losing
Sunday to San Francisco. Los Angeles and Cincinnati will not meet again, and the Reds close
out the season by playing Atlanta, San Diego
and Houston.
"It's over," Rijo said. "Yogi Berra says it's
not over until it's over, but I say it's over. I
know some people will say I shouldn't say that,
but I can feel it. I know this team. I know it's
over."
Cincinnati manager Lou Piniella resisted the
temptation to declare the NL West race
wrapped up. Barely.
"When everybody calls off the hunt, then it's
over." he said. "We're putting it all together
now like we were at the beginning of the season.
Now we can go home and finish the job."
In registering their first four-game winning
streak since Aug. 24-28, the Reds outscored the
Padres 34-12, while getting 54 hits and batting
.353 against Padres pitchers. They scored 20 of
their 34 runs in the series with two outs.
"They're destined to win it," said the Padres'
Ed Whitson, Sunday's losing pitcher. "They've
been there all year, and so they deserve it.
They're happy, they're loose, and no matter
who they put in, they do the job. Now, it's up to
them."

Shale

Shop at either of our two
convenient locations:
• 1044 NORTH MAIN ST.
Open daily 7:00 a.m. to Midnite • Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

y^cSsstoHiui

• 840 SOUTH MAIN ST.

FOOD TOWN COUPON
OHIO STORES ONLY

Open daily 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. • Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

I

Regular or Diet I
Faygo Pop
I
2 LITER BOTTLE

4gc
LIMIT TWO WITH COUPON & S1000
PURCHASE VAUD 9-24 90 THRU 9 JO 90
NOT TO BE USEO WITH ANV OTHER
OFFER ADOITIONAl QUANTITIES 79"
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r

I

RUBY RED

Seedless

FOOD TOWN COUPON

■M

/?>■> cottonelle
•/&$; Bath Tissue ( j

Crapes

M

iSI

WHITE

|S=-=

a ROLL PACKAGE

^
ILB
fll'.'J I I
_2HHB

89*

LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON I S10 00
PURCHASE VALID 9 24 90 THRU 9 50 90\
NOT TO BE USEO WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER ADOITIONAl QUANTITIES 1 59

Lb.

40

FOOD TOWN COUPON
FOUR WINDS FARM

Four
Winds
i

I
I

2% Lowfat
Milk

i
I

pcriect I 'Regular
Choice ' i •stuffed

Prices in this aa are effective Morv. sept
24, through Sun. sept 30 1990

Fall River
Coffee

Center Cut
Pork Chops

M.79 !

LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON 1 $10.00
PURCHASE VALID 9-24 90 THRU 9 5O90 J
NOT TO BE USED WITH ANV OTHER
OFFER

ALL PURPOSE

PORK LOIN

GALLON CARTON

/

.Thirl/

13 OZ. BAG

ggc

$|99

Ouantitv rights reserved.

CHEESE &
ONE TOPPING
Ea.

PIZZA
TAKE IT HOME,
BAKE IT
FRESH!
12 INCH ROUND
PICK YOUR FAVORITE

27*4.99

CHEESE &
TWO TOPPINGS
Ea.

*&£

* is,
yi
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His 33 yarder was downed by
the Falcons on the Chippewas's
four-yard line with Central clinging to 7-0 lead early in the third
quarter.
But then on the first play from
scrimmage after the punt, the
Chippewas' Jeff Bender burned
the Falcon's secondary when he
connected with Ken Elay on a
96-yard touchdown pass.
"Mentally, it was upsetting
(after putting) the defense in a
good position pinned inside the
five-yard line," Shale said.
"When the pass was let loose and
I saw the two tackles missed, I
kind of lost my stomach."
And so did the rest of the Falcons.

27*5.99

CHEESE &
FIVE TOPPINGS

f AVAILABLE
ONLY AT
STORES WITH
SPECIALTY DELI c
DEPARTMENTS "•

□ Continued from page 9.
12 individual punts tied a
MAC single game record for
league games only.
C23 combined punts by Shale
and CMU's Dennis Nicholl was
the second highest in MAC history.
Despite the records, Shale
would rather watch the offense
than punt.
"When someone had told me I
had punted close to 10 or 11 times,
I kind of felt 'Come on offense,
let's move the ball'", he said.
"There does come a time when
you think I really don't want to go
out there and hit another one. I'd
rather have the offense move the
ball and score."
In his first year as a Falcon in
1988, Shale had one of his stronger
days, when he averaged 45.0
yards on eight kicks, including a
57-yarder, in similar conditions.
That gives Shale a 47.63 average on 20 punts at Kelly/Shorts
Stadium, more than six yards
better than his career average.
"I'm not trying to degrade him,
but that guy is a machine,"
CMU's head coach Herb Deromedi said. "I've never put a guy
back 60 yards before, but we did
today and he still kicked a couple
over his head. He has a tremendous leg."
The only time Shale was not
able to show off his leg is when
the Chippewas blocked his eighth
attempt and recovered it in the
endzone for the only score of the
first half. Blocked punts count
only as a team attempt.
Ironically, the 1988 game marked a turning point for Shale for
not having a punt blocked. In the
six previous games, he had had
five punts blocked. Saturday's
block was only the second since.
On the other hand, the BG
offense was blocked all day.
Because of the Falcons' inability to move the football, only two
first downs the entire day — both
not coming until the fourth quarter — Shale was continously
called out to kick the Falcons out
of trouble.
He did better than that, tallying
four punts of 58 yards or longer —
often under extreme pressure.
While some of his punts on
paper — 33, 28,37 yards — did not
look like they complimented his
performance, one even bettered

27*6.99

GIVE SMOKING
A KICK
IN THE BUTT.
^CANCER
? VX"IFTY
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Women's golf
stumbles to
13th place

Williams wants to
stay with Cavaliers
CLEVELAND (AP) — The agent for Cleveland Cavaliers forward John Williams said Monday that Williams wants to remain
with the Cavaliers rather than accept a proposed trade to the
Seattle SuperSonics.
"The story is at this time, there's not going to be a trade,"
agent Mark Bartelstein said by telephone from Chicago. "John's
not ready to agree to go to Seattle."
Williams was in a position to reject any trade during the first
year of his new contract with the Cavaliers. Cleveland retained
the rights to Williams on Sept. 6 by matching the Miami Heat's
seven-year, $26.5 million offer to him.
Seattle reportedly offered to trade forward Xavier McDaniel
and guard Nate McMillan to Cleveland for Williams, whose $5
million salary for this year puts the Cavaliers' team salary near
$15 million, well over the $11.8 million salary cap.
Williams visited the Seattle area last week.
"The Seattle franchise is a terrific one," Bartelstein said.
"John's got concerns with his family. His kids are in school, and
it's not the right time for him to make a move. Instead of making
everyone sit and wait, he decided to say he's not ready to make a
move."
The decision, however, was not immutable.
"We'd never say never to anything, but we'd rather let everyone go ahead with idea there's not going to be a trade," Bartelstein said.
Bartelstein said the Cavaliers have been informed of Williams' decision.
"They said fine. They iust wanted to know where it's at so they
could make their plans, Bartelstein said.

The women's golf team finished
13th in a 15-team field in the Lady
Northern Golf Invitational hosted
by Wisconsin at the Cherokee
Country Club in Madison.
Minnesota captured the team
title with a three-round total of
932. The Falcons posted rounds of
332, 327, and 331 for a 990 team
score.
Junior Jan Alexander led BG
with rounds of 80, 83, and 80. Her
total was good for a 27th place tie.
Sophomore Jennifer Girdlestone
fired the best round of the tournament by a BG golfer in Sunday's final round — a 78 to finish
at 245 and a tie for 35th place.
Senior Heidi Wright had a 250
on consecutive rounds of 82 and
86. Sophomore Sue Balmer was
close behind with a 252.
Sophomore Amy Edenfield's
282 (98-94-90) and sophomore
Gina Vechiarelli's 297 (98-95-104)
rounded out the Falcon scores.
The next action for BG will be
the Michigan State Fall Invitational this weekend.

■

Slump

Shutout

: Continued from page 9.

Continued from page 9.
The same thoughts must have
been running through CMU head
coach Herb Deromedi's mind
when the Falcons lined up for
their fifth punt of the first quarter
— he had to try something.
That something would be the
turning point in the game.
The score was still tied at zero
as BG punter Cris Shale stood at
his own 18-yard line waiting the
center-snap. Central came with a
nine-man rush and defensive
lineman Lamar Sally broke
through and blocked the kick into
the endzone.
Defensive back James Williams fell on the ball for a touchdown and Central took a 7-0 CMU
lead to halftime.
"They knew it (the rush) was
coming," Sally said of the Falcon
Bunt team. "When we lined up
ley started hollering 'nine-man
block.' I don't know if it was a
blown assignment or what, but I
just skated in free and blocked
thepunt."
The Chippewas' second touchdown was a rare blemish on an
otherwise strong performance by
the BG defense.
Taking over at its own fouryard line after a brilliant Shale
6unt, CMU quarterback Jeff
ender (14 of 26, 213 yards) hit
Ken Ealy deep down the middle,

"We're creating opportunities
to score, but we have to finish
them by putting the ball in the
back of the net.'
The chances kept coming, but
Kingsmen goalie Michael Akinsanya made several key saves to
thwart the Falcons' advances.
Brooklyn then knotted the score
at the 23:20 mark. Junior midfielder Mirsad Huseinovic beat
Murphy to make the count 1-1 at
the intermission.
From there, BG began to lose
control of the midfield and it
proved costly. Junior defender
Chris Abicic took a pass from defender Warren Salandy with only
5:55 remaining and scored past
Murphy to give Brooklyn the win.
"We lost the game at the midfield area," Palmisano said. "We
continually gave up the ball at
midfield. It wasn't a matter of
Brooklyn taking it away from us.
"It's been that way the last five
games. We just can't seem to find
a way to get a win and that's the
bottom line."
Kevin Cummings contributed
to this story

13

and the receiver turned the play
into a 96-yard score — the longest
in CMU history.
"That call wasn't supposed to
be a surprise," Deromedi said.
"We've thrown from that situation before, but it's iust never
gone for a touchdown.'
"Our defensive back was in
place but just didn't see the ball
coming," Ankney said of the long
pass. "Once the receiver caught
the ball, I knew it was over."
Late in the third quarter and
into the fourth, the Chippewas put
together their only extended
drive of the game. Beginning on
his own four, Bender led his
offense 86 yards in 18 plays before
stalling on the Falcon 10-yard
line.
Central settled for a field goal
to complete the game's scoring.
Senior Charles Dotson led an
inspired Falcon defensive performance with 19 tackles and a
fumble recovery.
"Overall I've got to feel like our
defense played pretty good,"
Ankney said. "They were on the
field a lot and they got us the ball
in good field position, but we
couldn't take advantage of it.
"I'm disappointed we lost the
game, but I nave to feel encouraged that our defense is continuing to improve."
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Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campui Rwcrultmin! Calendar 11
For Tha WNki of:
October 1,8,1 MO
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointments;
The first day of sign-ups lor interviews during
the period of October 1 through Oct. 12,
1990, wal be held on Wednesday. September
26, at 4 p.m in the Northeast Commons. AN registrants must have a First Choice Interview
Card to participate In the first day of sign-ups
After the first day. students and Ahjmnl may
sign-up tor interviews from 8 am to 5 p.m at
the Untverstty Placement Services. 360 Student Services Building.A Data Sheet must be
submitted for each interview scheduled at
the time of sign-up.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Cancelation ot an «terview must be reported m
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 full days) before
the Interview day Complete a cancellation card
in the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office
Canceiations after this time will be considered
a no-show Cancellations wIllNOT be accepted
by telephone You are encouraged to carefully
oonaldaf employers before signing up for inter-

No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or violation of the canceeabon
policy w* result In Immediate suspension of

your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period If you did not honor your scheduled interview, you are required to write a letter of apology to the employer for missing the interview,
bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement Counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who no-shows ' twice will be dented Interviewing privileges 'or the remainder of
the academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (*) following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States Please review these
requirements carefully Only those organizations with an asterisk (*( wil interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting hat
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations ofler valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy All students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights. Spotlight presentations
are usuafy held at the University Placement
Services office at 6 p.m or 7 00 p m To enter
the Student Services Buiding in the evening,
you must use the second floor, patio entrance
Professional dress for Spotlight presentations is
recommended Please consult the calendar lor
appropriate dates, times and locations

work Dont become discouraged « your career
field « not requested To assist you in conducting an assertive fob search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services. (Ob
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center for Career Resources, located m Room 300. Student
Services Building, offers you career and employer information and current fob vacancies in
ALL career fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers m
their desired career fields insure your access
to rheee services by registering with the University Placement Services in your final year at
Bowling Green State University
Wednesday, October 3
Hibbard. Brown & Co., tec
Occidental Chemical Corp
Thursday, October «
Ames Department Stores
Dana Corporation
Progressive Corporation
Tuesday. October 9
Amoco Corporation
Cincinnati Bed Information Systems
Rehab Works Inc
Texas Instruments, tec.
United Telephone Co o' Ohio

Additional Placement Services: There are important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not all
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on cotege campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas in the world ot

NINETEEN AND OVER WELCOME

MARK'S PIZZA
LARGE 2-ITEM PIZZA
and Garlic Bread with Cheese

1352-3551

*7.50

FREE DELIVERY

fl* tfftr afktt Octakar IS, 1990

WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?
FREE, ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701

Wednesday, October 10
Artesian Industries
Ford Aerospace
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
Pfizer. Inc
Prudential Financial Services
Texas Instruments, tec

* • SENIORS- *
OON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE 1M1 KEY. IT
ONLY COSTS M TO GET YOUR SENIOR PICTURE IN THE YEARBOOK (AND IT WILL
MAKE YOUR MOM REALLY HAPPYI) THIS IS
THE LAST WEEK OF THIS SESSION. SO
CALL NOW FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT AT
372<0o»

Thursday, October 11
Dayton Power & Light Co
OowElanco
Ford Aerospace
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
Prudential Financial Services

BG'. UNIVERSITY Y WILL BE SPONSORING
A ROPES COURSE TRIP ON SEPT. 21 16 00
P.M.) TO SEPT. 29 MEET AT THE UNION.
COST: (32.00 Y-MEMBERS AND (40.00 NONV MEMBERS. CALL 354-8444 ANO ASK FOR
BENEE

Friday. October 12
Dayton Power ft Light Co
Eastman Kodak Company
ITT Sheraton Corporation

• • PSE MMIitUon ■ ■

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

PI Sigma EpeUon
Nail Marketing. Seeing. < Sales
Management Business Fraternity
Guest Speaker Dave Welnandy
Sutxecl Molhralkxi
Wad.. Sapl 26 ■ 7:30 In 110 BA
• • Nasal Mealing - AH Welcome ■ ■

ADOPTAORANDPARENT
B 15 ■ 7 30 Wedneaday Evenings
Can 354 4878 lor more Inlo

• ADVERTISING CLUB •
1ST MEETINO - FALL ELECTIONS
WEO. SEPT.28 - 7:30 P.M.
McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM

A (sale ot Franca lor only $2 50"
Coma lo ma Crepe Party
at me French Houee
Toes Sap) 25'

7 30-930
ATTENTION ALL SUDENTS'
LEARN TO SKATE AT THE BOSU SKATINO
CLUB SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY. 8 15T 1 o 15pm
ATTENTION" AH students required to take Ele
Ed Methods Courses IEDCU 350. 351. 352.
3S3. 355. 3561 Must apply lor Methods me
semester before enrolment1 Deadline to apply
lor Spnng tsst EM Ed Methods Tuesday.
September 25th. 5 00pm Application lorma .
»In 628 Ed Bldg
ARn Interior Design Me(Ors
A S I 0 Maatlng Wad . Sapl 26
Room12AHEBIdg
Al Are Welcome'
BOSU UNIVERSITY Y. til MEETINO
TUES. OCT. 2nd 9:30 P.M.
116 Buelneea Admlnlatratlon
Don't mlaa your chancel

continued on p. 14

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FORUM
"Homophobia and Heterosexism
in the University"

Ask for testing times

NINETEEN AND OVER WELCOME

WHEN: Tues, September 25, 1990
TIME: 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

DELTA GAMMA
Wishes To Congratulate
The Following Women On Their
Outstanding Academic Achievement!

WHERE: Community Suite - Union
SPEAKER: Dr. James W. Jones
Central Michigan University

Robin Danielson
Amy Knapik
Cindy Merrick
Janean Ohradzanskey
Kathy Villari
Jenny Zadell

Tiffany Ferguson
Kim Knight
Laurie Nagel
Kerri Powers
Beth Winterhaulter

Dr. James W. Jones

DEAN'S LIST
Diana Anderson
Debbie Bauer
Megan Bauman
Celia Castellano
Kelly Carrol
Amy Dunaway
Heather Jones
Lisa Folkens
Sharon Johnson
Pam Leddy
Angie McMeekin
Beth Miller
Heather Telzrow
Brenda Schein
Amie Spronl
Amy Thackeray
Laurel White
Sheri Troeber
Allison Will

Free and Open to the Public
For Information Call: 372-8495

THE BG NEWS

Tuosday Si plombot 2b 190O

Classifieds
from p. 13
COLLEOC DEMOCRATS
Be ■ vote* on womaiw ream
end more Com* row us lorvte 9pm 110BA
COU*M OtllOCNAT*
BO-TOMOMT
Am you MrniM about the fieeSri ol our
Earth' " ao • Coma maa« wan the Envlronmanlal
interest Group Tueedey. Sap4 25 2031

PEACE COALITION maata 9pm Tuaaday o
UCF Corner ol l*dge and Thuratm "a/a not too
Use, yet '
PMETASiaMA
Arteneon Apnl 90 mnMaa OonT lorgat to pick
up your certmcatee today from 4 to 9pm In tha
Commutar Cantar Wa cannot mal your oartmcsssstoyou Ptaaaaptohflup

PRE0NANT7
Wa can harp FREE pragnancy taati t eupporBva serves*. ConAdsnrwl BO Pragnancy
Cantar Cal 354 MOPE
1TUOY ABROAD M AU8TRALIA
Information on semester summer. January
totm. and intafnanip pmgiama. Al run tor under
$8000
Call Curtln Unlvarally at
I 800 878 3898

Studant RKjhta Acttviem Coathon
wSJ hold its aacond niaaUig on Tuaaday tha
25elm403Moeeleyet 7 30PM
Things we happening Lat'a kaap H going'

FIJI MAKIN W A MN A Mil 11
■ you're Maraatad In making Student fane
(•ram. 18rnm and video), directing es —• m
craw wort man coma to Via Ural Studant Flm
makers Aaaocltor weewig - tonight 7 00pm
ti Via Common Pvn . 2nd floor. Waal Hal For
more mfo eel 354 8181

352-3358

PERSONALS

YOUtsQ EXECUTIVE OuS
(NFONMATION WGHT
Saptamoar 28 1990
7 30 PM
Rm 114BA
AU MAJORS WELCOME
Don '1 Lease CpSage Without fl I

Congratulation! on lha alacHon. Anne!

HAPPY 21 8TI
Hopa you had a btaat
Lovayal
Joanna. Rhonda. Bobbfa

milllMUl) IN TEACHBM MATH OHADES

Mil

Information meeting lor Bowing O/aan Cound
oi Taaohara ol Math we be herd on Thuraday.
September 27 al 7 00 PM r, 133 Life So
ancaBuUng Join and aam ■ chance al $100
book rente and other pnlss Rsduced duaa thai
inaatmg pray ■ $6 Saa you tharal
rNllUMUD M PHYMCAL THtHAPYT
Then corns to the first
Pts-Phyalcel Tharapy Cejb
masting of the year
Tuaaday. Sapt 25 from
7:30-9:00 m 114 Pualneaa Admm

Alpha XI DatU ' Dalta Tau Ostts
Congratulations to Uaa Roman for bafng choaan aa tha Data Tau Oatta Sweetheart!
Love. Your Sisters
Alpha XI Datu * Oalta Tau Data
AMantlon al aludanl taachara laachmg aprtng
quarter with leal name miners A-l REOUIREOTB
SKIN TESTS from 5-7p m Studant Haatrh Ser
wee Coal $6 00 Tees.. Sapt. 26th.
AYE

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTrONII ATTENTIONM
SEMOM
GRADUATE 8TUDENT8
Oat tha adga on tha companion uaa our
profaasjonai resume aarvica For a frss brochura outtnmg our comptata hat of our services
and raaaonabfa retaa aand a aafl sddressed
stamp anvafopa (#10) to RLR. PO Box
1811. Finostry, Ohio 4 5838

Uma Aatronomy Ctub
Stargaze Sapt 20. FlnrJay Raaarvrjtr 8pm •
a Bring your lalaacopa For mora Info, cal Eric
11-221-0067

• • SENtORS • •
DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE l»»1 KEY. IT
ONLY COSTS »• TO OET YOUR SENIOR PICTURE IN THE YEARBOOK (AND IT WILL
MAKE YOUR MOM REALLY HAPPYI) THIS IS
THE LAST WEEK OF THIS SESSION, SO
CALL NOW FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT AT
172-aOS*.
•EmrTyBohardt*
CongratutatJona on your
peemng 10 Brian AcRim
Lova. your Crtf O aiatara

ORE
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
ORE TEST PREPARATION
COURSE NOW FORMING ON
BOSO CAMPUS'
CALL AMY VOJTA AT 372-4893
FOR DETAILS

LSAT STRESS lOCfONO fN7
Take advantage of Ravtaw Deaelons Thra
Week Tuaaday al 7 30pm. 304 Hayaa
Wadnaaday al 8 00pm. 304 Hayaa Soon
sored by Phi Alpha Datta - prelaw fraternity Al
Marors Welcome'

^

Alpha XI DaHa ■ Kappa Sigma
Tricycle Racaa
Tricycle Racaa
Trtcyda Racaa
Trtcyda Racaa
Trtcyda Racaa
Alpha XI Datu • Kappa fUgma

WHOotypeig
$1 25 per page

University Y
Ropa couraa trtp Sapt 28*28
Cal 384-7118

HEY ALL YOU rmtMUtH MEALIH
• HUMAN SERVICES MAJOMI
We're having a ptrza party in your honor Coma
cm tha tun Wadnaaday. Sapt 20 trom 5 00 7 oopm ciulakla the l liaai Center

AK* AK ' AK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
ANOREAl
YOUCANFtNALLYOO
TO MARKS1
LOVE, OOOK

' ' PSE Motivation ■ '
PI Sigma Epslton
risll Marketing. Seeng. a Sales
Managamant Bualnaaa Fraternity
Ouaat SpaaKer: Dana Wetnandy
Subtacl Motivation
Wad., SapLZt ■ 7:$0 In 110 BA
• • Formal Maatlng - All Walcoma • •

liNDEJP
THE
LIGHTS^
'

/

Student Appreciation Day
October 20, 1990
"Trivia Bowl"

CARAHBAI .The KEY yaart»oK i.
taking
residence he* photoa al thra
waak DONT HAVE A COW
MAN - ma< ahow up for ma
photo. Aak your RA whan
and where

8.O.S.U. SKI TEAM
Informational maatlng changed from Tuva.
Sapl 25th to Tuaa. October 2nd Stay tuned
lor mora Info. Any questions cal Ntco
353-5080
BO LACROSSE ' DELTA TAU DELTA
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
"OUT ATTACK"
CURTIS KNEEOLER
JONCARACILLO
• CAPTAIN. BLAKE KNEEOLER
ON YOUR WIN OVER KENT STATE.
ChiO • Beta ' ChIO* Bate
Tha eatere of Chi Omega would But to congratulate Shanon Wlea and Norm Marks on the* la
vsssrtrig.
FREE to good home Adorable kittens. 2 pure
white. 1 tiger, 1 tabby. 8-wssks old
352 8398
HOMECOMINa BUTTON HUNT
Today ft starts, as you wfl aee
Tha Homecoming Button Hunt
Win $200 for FREEI
To Start your adventure
Go lo a social place
Across from tha Info deek
Look In the glass case
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DOE MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL - OCT. 3. WOMEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL - OCT 4; FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY •
B OCTOBER 8 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 108
REC CENTER BY 4.00 P M. ON DUE DATE
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
ICE HOCKEY ■ MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER
JODY CLAIRE!!
I can't bessve you talced to Ralph on the big
while phone last nlghti!
Happy (latel 21st Hon
Love. Kim. Claras Joan
KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
Lll' asstanle Schumeth
I am so excited to be your bkjl
Look tor duaa!
Lova, Your Big

Trivia Bowl will be published each Tuesday for the next five weeks in The BG News,
back page. The group or individual that answers the most questions correctly each
week will be entered in the championship round to be held the week of the game.
The final winner will be announced at the football game October 20, BGSU vs.
Eastern Michigan and be treated to a tailgate party and reserved seating for the
following week's football game.

c)306

d) Xavier

3. Who! island ii Pearl Harbor on?
a) Oahu
b) Kaual

d) Maul

c) Hawaii

4. How many football players are In the BGSU Hall of Fame?
a) 45
b) 50
c) 55

d)60

5. What is the most commonly used punctuation mark?
o) semicolon
b) colon
c) comma

d) apostrophe

6. What round of the NFL draft did Bernie Casey get selected 1961?
a) lit
b) 2nd
c) 3rd

d)4th

7. What U.S. Slot* includes thp San Juan Islands
a) Florida
c) Washington

PN Sigma Kappa ' Emily Titus ' Cm 0
Pong all satlnna on your rjrnmng to Keith Brown
of EdsTboro Love. Your On 0 Stalera
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD'
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD!
SENIOR FflOORAMMING BOARD!
WEDNESDAY. SEPT 28. 9 30 PM
MILET1 ALUMNI CENTER
Sigma Kappa - Trad Ferrer
Ccngrra\4atlone on pledging SIGMA KAPPA!!
Ws knew you could do ftl!
Love your roomies. Dianne. Hoty. Kim
SKI CLUB
Meeting on Wed
Breckenrtdge Trtp
going fast
9 00 pm. 1I6BA
Telelund Caeer Of The Week
LESLIE SUSI
Bring your friends lo aee that picture
TUESDAY NIGHT
EASYSTREETCAFE
FEATURING
OVER THE RHINE
Alternative music from Clnclnstll. Come check
out an upcoming band w' great exposure on
97X. The future of Rock -n- Re* $2 Cover See
YouThsrsI
YOGURT OASIS
THIS WEEK'S FLAVORS
Sept25-Od 1
BANANA
CHOCOLATE
VANflXA
BUTTER PECAN
APRICOT
APPLE PIE
BANANA SPLIT
APPLE PIE A' LA MODE
"OfJE TABTE IS ALL IT TAKESI"

d)S

9. What was Dirty Harry's last name)?
a) Jones
b) Smith

d) Lewis

c) Call jhan

10 Who is the only BG football football player to have his number retired?
a) Mark Miller
b) Mike Weger
e) Paul Mile*

Your name: (group or individual)
Phone number:
Address:
Entries due each Friday, 4p.m. 210 West Hall

WANTED
1 mala rmt needed for Spring Semester. Al the
fumlshincja of home Cal Man. Matt or Jason
384-8897.
One female roommate needed to share one
Ddrm apt. Rent $189. pay gas 5 etec Cal
353-8784.
SENIORS NEEDED
for the 1991 KEY. For fust S8 (bastd to your
buresr account), you can be pictured In the
yearbook and make your Mom happy too. It wsl
takes about 15 minutes and you have no obligation to buy additional portraits Cal 372-8088
for your appointment before Its too late^

' r

Needed-Equipment Manager lor Womena Baaketbea Team Contact WBB Offics, 372-2401.
or 372-7070 or 372-7069
No telemarketing
SO.as base pay
International firm must fill
Immediate pert-time openings.
Evening A weekend hours available.
Co-ops A achoiarahipa possible.
Full training provided.
Call 1-3 82-1060
Now hiring Kitchen help Apply at Prickers,
27390 Helen Or . I75 exit 193 behind Sotso.
Part-time work Help with harvest ft seed operation. Hours flexible Call 352-0068. trom 8 to
5pm.
Ranch. Steak a Seafood la accepting eppecationa for pert-time positions Wl accommodate
claas schedules Pick-up application any time at
1544E. Wooetsr. Bowing Grasn.
Restaurant Help
EASY
MONEY

LITTLE CAESAR'S
f 12 MERCER ST.
BOWLING GREEN
SPRING BREAK/CHRISTMAS BREAK TOURS
Individuals or student organization needed lo
promote our Ski/Sun Tours EARN MONEY
and FREE TRIPS lo Cancun. Daytona, Vermont. Montreal
CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604
Students. Our company will print had, fraternlty/sororrly or club shirts 1 aweatahtrts. You
pick own design a wording Price neg Csl Kevin 372 1482

FOR SALE
•Garage SaleFriday and Saturday. 332 W. Merry. 9am v 5pm Furniture, tables w/chairs. stereo
w/cebtnet. books a lots more
1984 Z28 Camero loaded, ful power, mettasc
brown. Asking 15.500 or Best offer Csl
7820553 or 237-2240.
1988 Maroon Nissan 300 2X
1 -849-3309.

Loaded

Csl

Bicycle Turbo Trainer. S40.00
Garment Bag. $15 00
363-8971
FOR SALE
1980 Dodge Omni Good running car. Body fair
condition S325orbeatoflsr686-4325
For Sato
Pnnce tennis racquet. J130 00
Stereo headphones. $50 00
Adi desk cherr. $75 00
Stereo amplfler a ore-amp. $395 00
Boss portable speakers, $1 75 00
Cal John 7pm-11 pm. 352-3329.

-/
Huff Uaed Furniture For Sale
OpenMon -Frt 8:00-8:00pm
Or Csl 688-3251
IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44
THROUOH THE U.S. QOVT7 CALL FOR
FACTS! 504-649-5745 EXT S-5972

presents an evening of Classical Indian Music
with reknowned flutist

HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA
with Fazal Hussain, tabla
Thursday, Sept. 27 at 8p.m.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Center
Tickets: $5 adults and $3 students
nsoredlDy
ol Musical Arts. Residence Education and
■groduote Si
I Government CQ,, 372-8171
yeeeea

I'lSJSJ-U-x-llLjST., IN A SOriejJT^
" CJMSVT- PUOsrtkOus MIDCITV... A
nteTiNG oar /vmrjuioe/j
Sur»ss« | 1V1M ■-. I* TAkciMG

LOOKING FOR BG GIRLS WANTING TO FORM
FEMALE REVIEWS!
CALL 874-2222
COCONUT BEACH CLUB

No experience necessary. If you are over 18.
have a reliable auto, insurance a a good driving
record apply in person al

11 Overweight men 8 woman needed. Must be
26 Da or mora overweight We are looking for
overweight men S woman to parlicipele m our
weight loss program for adv purposes If you
qualify you w« be specially monitored throughout your weight loss until you have reached
your goal weight Your after picture wil then be
considered for submission to our corporated
adv dept for poeelbte use In promotion. These
who participate m ttna special program wB
receive a significant diecount off the regular
program price Cal Formu 3 Weight Loss
Center 364-4600.

by Jonn Boissy
•»AST usTJEK... FKASBN« A
Ceir-af LOSnrSt , r^-j^lCC
COI-s^iSsVOMaTtt. rsASlviN
OOSM><J<M BcoOAjea -rwe en

EMPLOVMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
DURING BGSU CLASSES
Our company is seeking employees to perform
unskraed sght production work Flexible hours:
Open 7 days a weak, morning afternoon and
evening shifts Plant location is only 2 blocks
trom BGSU campus The rate of wage is
S3 80 per hour If interested pick-up an application at the company office ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC . 428 Clough
St.. Bowing Green. OH 43402. 1419]
354-2844

"VALERIE
We mat st the South Skto Johnny concert m
Cleveland On Sept. 2nd we met again at lha
U C loolbell game
Cal Stave. (513)752-3862.

d) Doug Smith

Questions Provided by BGSU Sports Information

EAST WORK' EXCELLENT PAV!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR
INFORMATION 504-641 6003 EXT 5972

Would you axe to aam some extra money In a
fun environment? Little Caesars Pizza has immediate delivery driver openings available. Our
delivery drivers earn S7-10/hr.

b) California
d) North Carolina

8. How mony gamos did BGSU play during that 1919 football season?
a) 0
b) 3
c) 4

Daytime dishwasher PI lime No evenings No
weekends Masts provided Bowing Green
Country Club 925 Fairview BG See Ed or Jim

You're Invited to here- a personal story about
eating disorders this Tuesday evening at
■1:00 p.m. • in the UNION, FACULTY
LOUNOE

IS-10.000 per month
Realistic commission
218-476-7300

d)210

2. Which of the following was not a member of the MAC in 1954?
o) Marshall
b) Weslarn Reserve
c) Western Michigan

MOM
HeySunenme'
I hear logic Isn't Vesting you too wsl Hows
about tying thra argument I Love Sunshine;
Therefore ... Hey Cal ma soon. I wB be counting the inomsnls, ss usual
Love Always Your Favorite Parson1
P.S. Tha Date Dash waa tun, Thanks Hon!

Business Students and Entrepreneurs
Earn SS.000 - it 5,000 (Averaging S'200| next
summer what building your raauma and gaming
valuable bualnaaa experience TASP Internetional la looking for highly motivated students to
handle management positions in their home
arse. Territories are open across Ohio, parttcurarty in the areas ol Toledo and Akron Territories are fasng up rspidfy. cal Gregg Mensna todayat 1 800-543 3792

HELP WANTED

WEEK #2
1. How many bones are there In tha Human body?
a) IBS
b) 201

KD * Ul' Kristin • KD
You era the BEST W ever11 cant wan lor raveet
mg on Thursday Wa wa be the beat Brg/uttte
pea eve"'
Al my love. Your Big
Clue: I have another ma besides you who
doeant go to BO thra year

FOR RENT
1 S 2 bedroom apta.
Immediate Occupancy
352-7464 or 823-7555
0 & 12 month leeses/semester
Deeperatefy seeking roommate or e 2 bedroom
futy turn. apt. AC. cable, disposal, dec*.
wash/dryer In bldg Cal 353 2662
For Rent: 1 bdrm apt Vary nice. AC. drahwashar, S310 00 a month Cal 354-5257
WHY RENT? HOMES FOR $ 1 00. REPOS
GOVT GIVE AWAY FflOGRAMSI FOR
INFORMATION
504-649-0870 EXT R-6972

»»••••**»»••*»»****»»—***»•***•••••*»»»*»»»*»*«•

Bowl W Greenery"""
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00

$3.99

4:00 - 7:00

$4.50

e Soup 'n' Salad

e Hot Entrees
e Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus student,
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students

—*•——•*»••»••••*»»***•»»•»•*

